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FOREWORDEstablished in 1965, the mission of the U.S. Department of Housing and UrbanDevelopment (HUD) is “to create strong, sustainable, inclusive communities and qualityaffordable homes for all.”  Recognizing how critical a modern-day financial infrastructure isfor mission success, HUD is undertaking an ambitious transformation of its financialmanagement function.  This transformation is designed to update its aging financial systemand address financial weaknesses identified by the department’s Inspector General. One ofits most critical aspects is the migration of its accounting and financial functions to a sharedservice operated by the Department of the Treasury’s Administrative Resource Center.HUD is the first cabinet-level agency to transition its accounting and financial functions to ashared service provider, which means that its transformation is an important step forwardfor the federal government in implementing a 2013 Office of Management and Budgetmandate that executive agencies utilize shared services for their future financialmanagement systems modernization.  The President’s FY 16 Budget Request alsohighlights the value of expanding shared services to improve government efficiency. Sharedservices allow federal agencies to focus on their core missions and achieve economies ofscale, and they likely will become an increasingly important way to conduct federalbusiness in the years ahead.In light of the significant changes that HUD is making to its financial management function,the department contracted with the LinkVisum Consulting Group, Inc. and the NationalAcademy of Public Administration to assist the Office of the Chief Financial Officer inachieving its goal of transforming how it does business and to respond to previouslydocumented financial deficiencies.  Working closely with the CFO’s office throughout thisreview, the Panel and study team assessed the current state, researched leading practicesin industry and government, and interviewed several federal agencies that have recentlytransitioned to a shared service provider.  The review concludes with ways that the HUDCFO can address identified gaps and increase the office’s ability to respond quickly andeffectively to future financial management needs.As the Chief Executive Officers of our respective organizations, we are pleased to have hadthe opportunity to conduct this review.  We appreciate the active engagement of HUD’sleadership, employees, and stakeholders; and thank the members of the Academy Panel,who provided invaluable expertise and thoughtful analysis to this undertaking, and theprofessional study team that provided critical support throughout this project.

Fatimah Moody Dan G. BlairCEO President and CEOLinkVisum Consulting Group, Inc. National Academy of Public Administration
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYIn the fall of 2014, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) engagedLinkVisum Consulting Group (LinkVisum) and the National Academy of PublicAdministration (the Academy) to conduct an organizational assessment of financialmanagement at HUD. A study team comprised of LinkVisum and Academy staff workedwith the guidance of an Academy Advisory Panel (the Panel) to conduct the analysis anddevelop recommendations to help HUD transform how it does financial management.HUD is facing a number of financial management challenges. HUD’s Office of InspectorGeneral (OIG), in its report on the Department’s 2013 financial statements, issued aqualified opinion that noted nonconformance with generally accepted accountingprinciples (GAAP). The OIG document reported four material internal control weaknesses,eleven significant deficiencies, and multiple instances of noncompliance with financialmanagement laws and regulations. Many of the reported weaknesses and instances ofnoncompliance are long-standing problems.HUD sought to remediate some of its deficiencies in financial management by replacing itsaging financial system with the new HUD Integrated Financial Management ImprovementProject (HIFMIP). However, in 2012, after spending $35 million, HUD canceled the HIFMIPproject due to problems encountered in its implementation.With HIFMIP canceled, HUD made the decision to transition its accounting and financialreporting functions to a Shared Service Provider (SSP) to help resolve its financialmanagement challenges. Use of SSPs is consistent with Office of Management and Budget(OMB) guidance that encourages agencies to use shared services to reduce the cost offinancial management and is also consistent with private sector leading practices.Contributing to HUD’s slow progress in addressing its financial management deficiencies,the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) position went unfilled for over three years untilSeptember 2014, when the current CFO assumed the helm.In the Department’s vision statement, Secretary Castro has emphasized the importance ofoperational improvement to “build a stronger HUD,” including a focus on accountabilityand transforming the way HUD does business. To help HUD in its transformation, theAcademy Panel and study team provide the following recommendations to improve HUD’sfinancial management.
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Improve Finance Governance and OversightHUD’s current financial structure is decentralized and relies on delegation of key financialmanagement functions to HUD’s Program offices. In a 2014 memorandum, Management
and Performance Challenges for FY 2015 and Beyond, HUD’s OIG attributes several of HUD’sinternal control and compliance deficiencies to a weak Department-wide financialmanagement governance structure. HUD’s OIG also attributes several deficiencies toinsufficient monitoring of financial management activities performed across theDepartment. To improve oversight and governance, the Academy Panel and study teamrecommend:

 Establish an internal CFO Council to strengthen HUD’s financial management
governance. The Council should be chaired by the Department’s CFO and comprisedof senior financial officials from across the Department. The CFO Council wouldprovide a mechanism for the Department’s CFO to engage Program offices in thedecision-making processes, identify Departmental financial management issues,develop solutions, and oversee implementation. While the Department’s CFO,consistent with the CFO Act, retains ultimate authority for financial policy andprocesses, those policies and processes having Department-wide impact should bedeveloped with input from the CFO Council to ensure proper consideration ofProgram financial requirements. The Panel also recommends that the InspectorGeneral or designee be invited to join as an ex-officio member of the CFO Council toprovide additional expertise and ensure audit perspectives are considered in theCouncil’s decisions.

 Establish a Financial Control and Analysis Unit within the Office of the Chief Financial
Officer (OCFO) to monitor financial data and controls across the Department.Financial analysis should include tests for data accuracy (e.g., accountreconciliations, reasonableness tests, and fluctuation analysis), timeliness (e.g.,accounts receivable and suspense file agings), and potential fraud (e.g., outlier andsuspicious transactions that warrant further investigation). Where practical,monitoring activities should be automated to reduce manual efforts and to increasespeed and comprehensiveness of review activities.

Address Concerns with SSP TransitionHUD is the one of the first Cabinet-level agencies, and the largest agency to date, to movefinancial processing to an SSP. HUD is scheduled to move core accounting functions to itsSSP effective October 1, 2015 and has multiple work-streams underway to complete thismajor undertaking. In performing its assessment, the study team identified challenges in anumber of areas, and the Panel offers the following recommendations to help ensure a
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successful transition to the SSP. HUD is aware of these concerns and has steps underway toaddress the challenges. The Academy Panel and study team recommend that HUD:
 Thoroughly document business requirements and processes for financial functions

moving to the SSP. Comprehensive documentation is necessary to ensure plannedfinancial processes will support HUD’s Programs and accounting requirements. Aspart of this assessment, the study team interviewed other agencies that haverecently moved finance functions to SSPs. These agencies emphasized theimportance of having comprehensive documentation of financial processes andparticularly recommended that HUD focus on areas where these agencies hadexperienced challenges, i.e., hand-offs between the agency and the SSP andtransactions that the SSP does not routinely process (in HUD’s case, its complexgrant and voucher programs). Responsibilities for performing process steps shouldalso be documented and incorporated into the Service Level Agreement (SLA) beingdeveloped between HUD and the SSP.
 Focus on data management. As HUD implements New Core, a multi-phase effort tomodernize HUD’s core financial and key administrative systems by transitioningthese functions to a shared services environment, it needs to plan and manage thedevelopment and execution of architectures, policies, practices, and procedurespertaining to data. HUD should put particular emphasis on independent verificationand validation (IV&V) of the data after conversion and ensure the timing of dataconversion is not disruptive. Several of the Academy Panel members who have ledfinancial system transition efforts similar to HUD’s current New Core projectemphasized data management as key to project success. The need to focus on datamanagement was evidenced in New Core Release 1 – Travel and Relocation, whereboth Program and OCFO staff reported issues with data migration. The New CoreTeam is applying lessons learned as it prepares for subsequent releases. In Section4.4 of the report, the Academy Panel and study team provide recommendations tohelp ensure successful data management in New Core.
 Validate scope, feasibility, and priority of subsequent SSP transition phases. Aftercompleting transition of core accounting activities to the SSP in Phase 1, Release 3,scheduled for October 1, 2015, HUD plans to move forward with subsequent phaseswhich include grant and loan accounting, managerial cost accounting, budgetformulation, fixed assets, and accounting for the Federal Housing Administration(FHA) and Ginnie Mae. HUD also must ensure the SSP can provide the requiredfunctionality so that the Department does not risk future noncompliance. The scopeof the finance functions to be transferred to the SSP was derived from the scope ofthe cancelled HIFMIP project, which was developed several years ago. There is
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limited business case documentation to ensure the New Core project scope andimplementation priorities remain valid now that HUD has shifted its strategy from astand-alone financial system implementation to a transfer of accounting andfinancial reporting functions to a SSP. The OCFO has recently formed a team to beginplanning subsequent phases. As OCFO develops its plans, the Panel recommendsthat HUD update its business case to reflect HUD’s shift in financial systemsmodernization strategy from a stand-alone system implementation to use of an SSP.To firm up scope and implementation priorities, the Panel recommends an analysisof HUD’s business needs, anticipated benefits, and expected costs.
Strengthen the Finance WorkforceIn addition to the CFO position being unfilled for over three years, HUD has experiencedother workforce issues. At one point, three of the OCFO’s four Assistant CFO positions wereunfilled, and the office experienced 40% turnover in its staff between 2009 and 2014.Looking forward, OCFO will experience significant impacts on its workforce as it transitionsfinancial functions to the SSP. These impacts include a reduced need for clerical staff aswork is transitioned to the SSP and an increased need for more skilled staff that canperform financial analysis and advanced business analytics. Other agencies that haverecently transitioned to SSPs report that a key challenge during the transition is keepingthe right staff. Instability in the environment often leads to increased staff turnover, andfrequently the staff that leave are those an agency most wants to keep as these employeesare more skilled and more mobile. The Panel provides the following recommendations toHUD as it works to adjust and strengthen its finance workforce.

 Identify future workforce needs, including skills and competencies, to operate in the
new SSP environment. This begins with documenting planned processes, includingdivision of roles and responsibilities between HUD and the SSP, as recommendedabove. This process documentation will enable HUD to determine the number andcompetencies of staff required to perform accounting functions.

 Develop workforce and change management plans to support the transition of finance
functions to the SSP and other CFO initiatives also underway (e.g., analytics). Thechange management plan should include details as to how employees will transitionfrom the current to the future state environment; the schedule for transition;workforce competencies required in the new environment; training requirements;and a communication plan that outlines a strategy to keep staff informed on anongoing basis and that helps mitigate their concerns and possible resistance tochange. The change management plan will need to address how financial staffwithin OCFO as well as Program offices will be managed.
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Additional details on these recommendations, and all of the Panel’s findings andrecommendations can be found in Chapters 4 & 5 of this report. A recommended transitionplan to implement the recommendations is provided in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUNDHUD is in the midst of transforming its financial management function to address longstanding deficiencies in internal control and GAAP compliance and improve support forHUD’s programs and operations. Key among HUD’s initiatives is the adoption of a newshared services model where core financial functions will be performed by the Departmentof Treasury’s Administrative Resource Center (ARC) after the transition. OCFO also hasrecently completed a leadership transition. A new CFO was confirmed by the Senate inSeptember 2014, after the position had been vacant for more than three years, and aDeputy CFO and three of the four Assistant CFOs also came on-board in FY 14. The newOCFO leadership is committed to the goal of developing a “high-performing financialorganization” at HUD.
1.1 Objectives/ScopeIn October 2014, HUD contracted with the LinkVisum Consulting Group, Inc. (LinkVisum),with support from the National Academy of Public Administration (the Academy), todevelop a strategic framework for HUD to transform how financial management is done inthe Department. A successful transformation involves processes, workforce, organizationalstructure, technology, and more importantly, a cultural shift for the OCFO and programareas at HUD. The key objectives of this project are:

 Conduct an organizational assessment of Department-wide financial management toimprove effectiveness and efficiency;
 Determine how financial management responsibilities should be organized acrossthe Department following transition to a shared-service model, with considerationof:

 The CFO’s role after transition
 Financial governance
 Workforce distribution and skillsets

 Assist HUD to respond to deficiencies in financial governance over financialmanagement.At a high level, this study was divided in to four phases: 1) assessing the as-is state of theorganization; 2) researching leading practices at other agencies and industry; 3)developing findings and recommendations based on analysis of the as-is state and leadingpractices; and 4) developing a transition plan to implement the recommendations.
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1.2 Drivers of ChangeBased on its own research and discussions with HUD officials, the study team identified five“Drivers of Change” significantly affecting the Department’s current and future financialmanagement functions as depicted in Figure 1.1: Drivers of Change.

The drivers of change are described below.
CFO ActThe CFO Act was signed into law in November 1990 to promote effective financialmanagement and improve accountability within the Federal Government. The CFO Acthighlights the need for strong financial leadership in the Federal Government and createdthe CFO position in the largest federal departments and agencies. Under the CFO Act, anagency CFO reports directly to the head of the agency and should play a key role in theagency’s top leadership team.The CFO’s responsibilities include overseeing all financial management activities of theagency, developing and maintaining an integrated accounting and financial managementsystem, and overseeing agency financial management personnel, activities, and operations.

Figure 1.1: Drivers of Change
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Federal Mandate To Use Shared ServicesThe Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued a memorandum Improving Financial
Systems through Shared Services in March 2013 that directs all executive agencies, withlimited exceptions, to utilize a shared service approach for their financial managementsystem modernization projects. In this memorandum, OMB highlighted a number of keybenefits of using shared services, such as reducing implementation cost and risk, improvingdata quality and providing greater transparency, and enabling agencies to focus on theircore missions.
Unsuccessful prior financial management system implementationThe lack of a modern integrated financial management system at HUD has been a long-standing deficiency contributing to its internal control weaknesses and its instances ofGAAP nonconformance. To address these concerns, HUD launched the Integrated FinancialManagement System Implementation Project (HIFMIP) to integrate and modernize theDepartment’s core financial systems. After a lengthy procurement process, HUD hired acontractor to support HIFMIP implementation in 2010. This project was terminated in2012 after spending $35 million; its failure drew a great deal of attention. In an October2014 Report to the Secretary, the OIG indicated that many of the problems that occurredduring the HIFMIP implementation are present with the New Core Implementation.
Secretary Castro’s PrioritiesIn the Department’s vision statement, Secretary Julián Castro outlined four priorities foroperational improvement to “build a stronger HUD”: 1) Measuring outcomes; 2)Transparency; 3) Accountability; and 4) Enhancing interagency collaboration. By focusingon these priorities, HUD will be able to improve its performance and accountability, build aculture that values results and collaboration, and more effectively accomplish its coremission.
Inspector General’s FindingsThe OIG issued a qualified opinion on the HUD’s FY 13 and FY12 financial statements andidentified four material weaknesses, eleven significant deficiencies, and five instances ofnoncompliance. The OIG attributes some of the internal control deficiencies to a weakDepartment-wide financial management governance structure. HUD’s current financialmanagement approach is highly decentralized, and some key finance functions areperformed by Program offices. Financial management requirements standards aresubordinated to Program office operational objectives and issues. Other financialmanagement governance weaknesses identified by the OIG are: the absence of aposition/division to monitor and ensure compliance with GAAP across the Department,staff turnover and reduction, outdated financial management policies and handbooks, andthe lack of a Senior Management Council to monitor and address internal control
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deficiencies. Additionally, the OIG reports on some weaknesses with HUD’s financialmanagement systems. The OIG is concerned about HUD’s ability to implement the NewCore project, poor performance, and high maintenance costs resulting from the use oflegacy systems, and the lack of proper information system control.
1.3 Methodology

Project ApproachThe study team developed a four-phased approach to assessing the efficiency andeffectiveness of the OCFO and developing recommended changes to improve HUD financialmanagement. The four phases include the following: Assess Current State, ResearchLeading Practices, Develop Findings and Recommendations, and Plan Transition.Significant activities of each phase and subsequent outputs are defined in Figure 1.2 below.
Figure 1.2: Project Approach

The study team was guided by an Academy panel of experts comprised of former CFOs andexperts in financial management drawn from the public and private sectors and academia(Reference Appendix A for Panel biographies).
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The study team met with the Academy Panel at three key points during the project toreview project results and status and receive Panel advice and recommendations:
 December 10th to understand the CFO’s perspective and objectives for the project,and review the approach and the study team’s preliminary observations on HUD’scurrent financial management environment
 January 20th to review the study team’s findings and recommendations
 February 20th to review the study team’s draft reportThe Panel’s advice and recommendations have been incorporated into this report.

Analytical FrameworkThe team utilized LinkVisum’s Analytical Framework for the Finance Function to assessHUD’s financial management organization. The framework, presented in Figure 1.3:Analytical Framework, is comprised of three components: Objectives of FinancialManagement, Levers for Achieving the Objectives, and Change Management to guidetransformation of financial management. Each of these components is explained below.The key objectives of a leading finance function are Operational Efficiency, Control &Compliance, and Business Insight, as highlighted below.
 Operational Efficiency – Efficient financial operations to execute and recordfinancial transactions and generate financial reports
 Control & Compliance – Compliance with financial management laws andregulations, internal control standards,and GAAP
 Business Insight – Usefulfinancial information andanalysis to support theagency’s programs andoperations

These financial managementobjectives are achieved throughfour levers: Process, People,Organization, and Technology.

Figure 1.3 Analytical Framework
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Attributes of a leading finance function for each of these levers include:
 Process - Streamlined work processes to enable effective and efficientadministration and execution of finance activities
 People - Engaged employees with an appropriate mix of skills, technical knowledge,and analytic capability to meet the needs of the organization
 Organization - Efficient finance structure that supports processes and control withthe appropriate mix and number of staff
 Technology - Integrated applications to provide enterprise-wide and timely dataThe last component of the framework is change management, a structured, integratedapproach to transitioning individuals and organizations from a current to a future state.Change management, which is cross cutting, helps to ensure that the organization—particularly the people—is prepared for the change.

ScheduleThe schedule below shows the key project elements of the approach, start and end dates,and milestones for the Academy Panel meetings and project deliverables.
Figure 1.4: Project Schedule
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CHAPTER TWO: OVERVIEW OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AT HUD (CURRENT STATE)HUD was established as a Cabinet-level Department in 1965, and its core mission is to“create strong, sustainable, inclusive communities and quality affordable homes for all.”1The Department carries out its mission with 8,874 employees working at its headquartersin Washington, D.C. and in offices nationwide. Its large Program offices, which were thefocus of this study, are Housing; Community, Planning & Development; and Public andIndian Housing (PIH). HUD’s organizational structure and its budget for these three largeprogram offices are provided in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: HUD Organization Structure

Just as the Programs are distributed across HUD, so too is financial management. ManyPrograms have their own financial management staff to do budget formulation andexecution, and some staff directly interact with external stakeholders, such as Public and
1 http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/about/mission
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Indian Housing Authorities. These Program staff understand the complexities and nuancesof their respective programs.With an annual budget of $47 million (FY15) and 192 full-time equivalents (FTE)2, OCFOworks together with “Program officials to provide timely, accurate, and reliable financial,resource, and performance information, and secure the most efficient and effective use ofresources to achieve HUD’s missions and the Secretary’s strategic priorities.”3 The CFOreports to the Deputy Secretary/Chief Operating Officer and oversees all financialmanagement activities within the Department. The four core functions of the OCFO areBudget, Accounting, Financial Systems, and Financial Management. An Assistant CFO, ACFO,leads each of these divisions. The key activities of the organization include:
 ACFO Budget

 Is responsible for Departmental budget formulation and budget execution
 Facilitates informed decisions on deployment of agency resources
 Advises and assists HUD offices in their budgetary responsibilities
 Monitors staff usage in the Department
 Assists Congressional appropriations sub-committees in their consideration ofDepartmental funding requests

 ACFO Accounting
 Prepares HUD’s budget execution reports, financial statements, and financialanalyses
 Manages cash reconciliations for each program, quarterly fiduciary and intra-governmental confirmations, and annual Department-wide obligation review
 Maintains standard general ledger systems for all grant, subsidy, administrativeand selected loan programs of HUD
 Performs program and administrative accounting functions for the Department

 ACFO Systems
 Operates, maintains, and develops OCFO financial systems
 Provides quality assurance for financial systems
 Assesses and certifies system security control and user access
 Maintains financial data mart

 ACFO Financial Management
 Serves as the Department-wide audit liaison for all OIG audits

2 State of CFO
3 State of CFO. P2
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 Provides funds control guidance and oversight
 Conducts front-end risk assessments and maintains the Management ControlHandbook
 Develops HUD’s annual financial report
 Reviews and updates HUD Financial policies and procedures

 Management Staff
 Advises, manages, and coordinates the internal management of resourcesavailable to the OCFO, such as OCFO budget and human capital matters includingtraining, promotion, recruitment, separations, awards, and performancemanagement
 Manages procurement, supplies, and purchase and travel cards for OCFO
 Certifies travel funds
 Coordinates other issues such as space management, records management, andDepartmental clearance

 Appropriations Law
 Advises on appropriations law issues, including issues that arise from fundingprovisions and Appropriations Acts
 Provides legal advice in the budget formulation and execution processes
 Reviews funds control plans

 New Core Project Team
 Is dedicated to supporting the implementation of the shared service mode
 Coordinates interactions with the SSP, gathering requirements, changemanagement, and planning for subsequent releases and phases (A more detaileddiscussion of New Core can be found in Chapter 3)
 Is not a formal organizational unit as depicted by the dotted box in Figure 2.2.The existing program liaison function is under the ACFO for Budget. The Fort WorthAccounting Center is a part of Accounting. Figure 2.2 provides an overview of theorganizational structure of OCFO and shows the number of FTEs allocated to eachorganizational unit.
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Figure 2.2: OCFO Organizational Structure(As of November 2014)

Source: State of the CFO: Office of the Chief Financial Officer.
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Brad Huther
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Mike Moran (3 FTEs)
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Financial Systems
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Budget
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Financial
Management
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CHAPTER THREE: TRANSITION TO A SHARED SERVICE PROVIDERHUD management and the OIG report that the Department’s financial management systemsare in need of enterprise consolidation and modernization. In accordance with the OMBMemorandum M-13-08, Improving Financial Systems through Shared Services, HUD plans totransition many of its finance functions to an SSP, the Department of the Treasury’s ARC, tomeet its consolidation and modernization goals. With the transition, HUD expects toimprove data accuracy and decision-making capabilities, address many of its financialsystem and control weaknesses, reduce risk of a stand-alone system implementation, andretire obsolete legacy systems by moving financial functions to the SSP.
3.1 SSP ObjectivesAs described in OMB Memorandum M-13-08, traditional approaches to financial systemsimplementations have left agencies exposed to significant risks in cost, quality, andperformance. HUD’s unsuccessful HIFMIP implementation is evidence of this risk. Atransition to shared services intends to improve the cost, quality, and performance offederal financial systems by focusing government resources on fewer, more standardizedsolutions that are used across government and implemented and operated by moreexperienced staff.Use of shared services, with standardized financial systems, will:

 Better enable the government to strategically source software providers, hosting,and (potentially) transaction processing
 Reduce system implementation risks and timelines
 Improve data quality and provide greater transparency into federal finances,including through the production of auditable financial statements at thegovernment-wide level

3.2 New Core Target EnvironmentHUD has established the New Core project to oversee its transition of financial functions toARC and decommission legacy systems over time. The New Core program is using a phasedimplementation approach designed to reduce program risk and promote successfulimplementation.The transition to ARC is divided into four phases as depicted in Figure 3.1: New CorePhased Approach.
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Figure 3.1:  New Core Phased Approach

Source: New Core Program Awareness Briefing, September 11, 2014.As shown in Figure 3.1, Phase 1 is further subdivided into releases. The first two releases ofPhase 1 are completed, and the New Core team and the SSP are actively preparing for thethird release. Following is a description of the various phases and releases.
 Release 1 - Replaced the legacy FedTraveler and mLINQS systems with ARC’s

CONCUR and moveLINQ for travel and relocation services as of 10/1/14. HUD's travel,
relocation, reservation, booking, and authorization services are now processed through
ARC's intuitive user interface.

 Release 2 - Migrated Time and Attendance system to ARC on 02/08/2015.

 Release 3 - The SSP will replace HUDCAPS as HUD’s financial system of record. An
interface with HUDCAPS will remain to facilitate functionality with Program legacy
systems.

 Subsequent Phases and Releases - The New Core team is currently developing plans for
Phase I Release 4 which will include Grant and Loan Accounting.

Release 4 is a significant undertaking given the variety and size of HUD’s grant and loan
programs. Schedules and priorities are not currently defined for Phases 2 through 4.
The subsequent phases are currently slated to include the following:

 Managerial Cost Accounting
 Budget Formulation

 Fixed Assets System
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 FHA Subsidiary Ledger
 Ginnie Mae Accounting System

 Line of Credit Control System (LOCCS)
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CHAPTER FOUR: LEADING PRACTICESThis chapter presents leading practices in financial management drawn from both industryand government. These leading practices were used to help assess HUD’s current financialmanagement environment and develop the recommendations provided in Chapter 5 of thisreport.Leading practices were drawn from review of research reports, CFO surveys, and otherreports on financial management published by leading organizations including:PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)4, KPMG5, IBM6, Accenture and the Association ofGovernment Accountants (AGA)7. These leading practices are applicable to both industryand government.Additional leading practices in federal financial management were drawn from interviewswith government agencies including U.S. Treasury (Treasury), National Aeronautics andSpace Administration (NASA), Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Federal StudentAid (FSA), the Office of Finance & Innovation (OFIT), and ARC. Treasury, NASA, and SEChave recently transitioned finance functions to a Shared Services Provider and providedvaluable insights for HUD as it makes its transition to an SSP.A third source of leading practices was the Academy Panel itself. The Panel includes expertsin financial management from industry, academia, and government. Three of the five Panelmembers have held leadership positions in federal finance and led finance transformationssimilar to HUD’s current initiative.The industry leading practices and additional federal insights presented below are alignedwith the four levers in the study team’s assessment framework, i.e., process, people,organization, and technology.

4 How to Plan a Successful Finance Transformation, 2009. PricewaterhouseCoopers.5 Being the Best: Inside the intelligent Finance Function: Insights from Our Latest Global CFO Research, 2013.KPMG International.6 Pushing the Frontiers, CFO-insights from the Global C-Suite Study, 2014; The New Value Integrator, Insightsfrom the Global Chief Financial Officer Study, 2010, IBM.7 Being the Best: Inside the intelligent Finance Function: Insights from Our Latest Global CFO Research, 2013.KPMG International.
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4.1 ProcessLeading practices in industry reveal the importance of streamlining and optimizingfinancial processes to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the financial function. Akey focus of process optimization is on enterprise-wide standardization, includingstandardization of policies, procedures, processes,data definitions, and charts of accounts. Leadingfinance organizations have standardized more thanpeer organizations by clearly assigning authorityand accountability for data governance and processownership enterprise-wide.Leading finance organizations are also increasingthe use of shared services, both internally andexternally (i.e., outsourcing), to reduce the cost of financial management and enable theCFO to increase focus on improving support for the business.8OMB’s guidance in Memorandum M-13-08, Improving Financial Systems through Shared
Services, is consistent with and promotes these same leading practices. Federal agenciesthat have gone through transitions to federal SSPs similar to the one HUD is undertakingnow provided a number of recommended practices based on their experiences and lessonslearned.The agencies recommended having thorough documentation of financial processes andclear delineation of roles and responsibilities for process steps. In developing thisdocumentation, they emphasized the importance of focusing on hand-offs with the SSP andon non-routine transactions for the SSP, which in HUD’s case are its grant and loanprograms. The agencies also recommended increasing resources focused on financialoversight and analysis, which increases in importance with transition to an SSP and is alsofacilitated through a reduction in workload that results from the transition.9
4.2 PeopleThe role of the CFO is evolving, and finance departments are playing an increasinglyimportant role in shaping the strategic direction of their organizations. One of the
8 Pushing the Frontiers, CFO-insights from the Global C-Suite Study, 2014. IBM.9 The Pursuit of Government, Opportunities to Advance Federal Shared Services, 2015, AGA and Accenture.

In its 2013 Benchmarking study, PwC
reports that the difference between
the typical financial management
organization and the best is
significant; their costs are over 60%
higher.
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challenges identified by many finance organizations is being able to recruit and retain theright people with the right skillsets to support this evolving role.10
Research reveals that finance organizations are placing greater emphasis on developingtheir workforce; the ones that have been more successful in developing their workforcesare outperforming other organizations. Leading finance organizations are hiring peoplefrom more analytical disciplines, such as data engineering, statistics, informationtechnology, and operational research. Additionally, strong communication and team-workskills are becoming more critical in recruiting for the finance function.PricewaterhouseCoopers’ 2013 survey also found that some organizations establishedfinancial training academies to help staff develop/expand the requisite capabilities.11
Workforce planning is also essential to high-performing organizations. In addition to thebasic annual workforce plan, leading financial organizations have implemented longer-term planning processes to assess their workforce needs for the next three to five years.12
Federal agencies that have been through similar SSP financial system transitions as HUDconsistently stated that workforce transition is one of the most difficult elements of thetransition, and that it has taken staff years to fully adjust. These agencies provide thefollowing recommendations based on their experiences: 1) Develop a robust,comprehensive staffing roadmap at the start of thetransition; 2) Maintain regular communications withemployees during the migration; and 3) Bring on-boardpersonnel that have been through similar transitions.Federal agencies, like their private sector counterparts,are placing greater emphasis on workforcedevelopment. Agencies emphasized that analyticsrequires a blend of skills (e.g., IT, statistics, businessinsight, and communications) that are available througha team, typically not through a single individual.
4.3 OrganizationFinancial functions should be organized to provide the most effective and efficient servicedelivery to the business. Studies show that there is a trend towards centralization of
10How to Plan a Success Finance Transformation, 2009. PricewaterhouseCoopers.11 PricewaterhouseCoopers.12The New Value Integrator, Insights from the Global Chief Financial Officer Study, 2010, IBM.
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financial functions. Many large global companies have adopted a more centralized financialmanagement model to more efficiently and effectively manage information and resources.On the other hand, research also indicates that the fast-growing companies tend to havemore decentralized financial operations.The right alignment of centralized/decentralized financial functions depends on anorganization’s objectives and strategies, business and operational needs, andorganizational culture.13 There is no one-size-fits-all answer.Leveraging analytics tools and techniques to predict operational risks, discover newopportunities, and make smarter decisions has become a leading practice. However,analytics are not purely financial efforts, but a business process that involves keystakeholders across the organization.14 The use of analytics should be in sync with businessand operational needs. The collaboration between business units and financial units iscritical to effective analytics.Many large federal Departments have decentralized financial operations. To maintaingovernance and promote efficiency, many of theseagencies have formed internal CFO Councils thatare comprised of the agency’s senior financeleaders and chaired by the Department CFO (e.g.,NASA and Treasury). The CFO Council provides amechanism for the Department’s CFO to engagecomponent CFOs in the decision-making process,identify Departmental financial managementissues, develop solutions, and overseeimplementation.
4.4 TechnologyTo achieve efficiency and provide enterprise access to information, leading financialfunctions have to fully integrate systems, i.e., a single enterprise resource planning (ERP)system across the organization; incorporate electronic workflow into processes; enableservice through web enablement with customers, employees, and vendors; and embedapplication controls into processes. These leading industry practices are consistent with
13 Being the Best: Inside the Intelligent Finance Function: Insights from Our Latest Global CFO Research, 2013.KPMG International.14 KPMG International.
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the objectives of OMB’s Memorandum M-13-08, which guides agencies to federal SSPs tomeet technology needs.Table 4.1 provides a summary of leading practices in finance, applicable to government andindustry, and includes insights gleaned from the study team’s interviews with other federalagencies. The information is relevant to HUD as it transitions functions to an SSP andaddresses governance and other financial management challenges.
Table 4.1: Leading Practices from Industry and Government

Leading Practices

Process Industry Leading Practices
 Assign enterprise-wide responsibility for process ownership (e.g.,procure to pay, order to cash)
 Standardize policy, procedures, processes, and chart of accounts
 Establish common finance data definitions and data governance
 Execute continuous process improvement
 Increase use of internal and external (i.e., outsourcing) shared servicesAdditional Federal Insights
 Clearly identify process responsibilities between the agency and the SSPand include in SLA
 Focus on common problem areas, i.e., hand-offs with the SSP and non-routine transactions (e.g., grants and loans)
 Increase financial oversight and analysis
 Incorporate performance metrics into SLA with the SSP

People Industry Leading Practices
 Clearly define financial roles and responsibilities
 Align skill sets with job responsibilities
 Develop short- and long-range workforce plans considering evolvingrole of finance
 Promote knowledge sharing and continuous learning environment
 Tie performance measures directly to enterprise strategies

Additional Federal Insights
 Develop robust staffing roadmap at start of transition to shared services
 Identify the staff needed after transition and work hard to retain
 Bring on board personnel who have been through a shared servicestransition
 Communicate, communicate, communicate to employees, program staff,SSP, and external stakeholders
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Leading Practices

Organization Industry Leading Practices
 Align finance structure with enterprise structure
 Eliminate redundant structures
 Adopt internal and external (i.e., outsourcing) shared services wherecost effectiveAdditional Federal Insights
 Establish CFO Council
 Build analytics capabilities in partnership with programs

Technology Industry Leading Practices
 Use a fully integrated system – single ERP enterprise-wide
 Integrate electronic workflow into processes
 Enable self- service through secure web-enabled processes linking thecompany with customers, employees, vendors, etc.
 Embed application controls into processesAdditional Federal Insights
 Focus on data conversion during transition; start data clean-up early
 Conduct IV&V  of data (a GAO best practice)
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CHAPTER FIVE: RECOMMENDATIONS AND RELATED FINDINGSIn this chapter, the Academy Panel and study team present their assessment findings andrecommendations to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of HUD’s financialmanagement. The findings are organized around our analytical framework. The order doesnot imply any prioritization.  In Chapter Six, the recommendations are prioritized.Typically, Process comes first because it dictates what has to be done and by whom. ThePeople section follows because it relates to those who will do the work and the requiredcompetencies. The Organization section explains how staff will be configured to completethe processes. Technology is typically used to enable the process.
5.1 ProcessA finance organization needs streamlined work processes to enable timely and accurateexecution and recording of financial transactions and production of financial reports. Thissection presents recommendations calling for HUD to 1) document financial policy andprocesses; 2) clearly define roles and responsibilities for its processes; and 3) strengthenfinancial data oversight and monitoring.
1: Document Financial Policy and ProcessesWith its large number of grant, voucher, and mortgage insurance programs, HUD employsnumerous financial processes to perform accounting for the Department’s diverseoperations. Moreover, HUD’s financial operations are decentralized with Program Officepersonnel performing key finance functions, such as budget and funds control. Given itsdiverse portfolio and decentralized financial operations, HUD must have comprehensivedocumentation of its financial policies and processes to guide staff performing finance andaccounting functions across the Department. HUD’s OIG has reported that HUD’shandbooks, which incorporate documentation of its financial policies and processes, areoutdated or incomplete, which has contributed to the Department’s significant controldeficiencies.HUD’s need for comprehensive process documentation will take on even greaterimportance as financial processes change with the Department’s transition to an SSP.Agencies that have undergone similar transitions to SSPs emphasized the importance ofhaving comprehensive process documentation in place that shows how financialtransactions will be executed and recorded. While documentation is needed for allprocesses moving to a SSP, these agencies particularly emphasized the importance ofcomprehensive documentation for financial processes that are not routinely handled by theSSPs, such as will be the case for HUD’s grant and voucher programs.
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We also found during our organizational assessment that HUD’s OCFO and Program staffwere concerned that process requirements were not fully defined for financial functionsmoving to the SSP, which may interrupt HUD’s financial operations or result in controldeficiencies. Here too the principal concern was with HUD’s complex grant and voucherprograms.To address these findings, the Academy Panel and study team recommend:
1.1 Document financial processes transferring to the SSP. HUD should completedocumentation of requirements and processes for financial functions moving to the SSP.Comprehensive documentation is necessary to ensure requirements are identified andfinancial processes will support HUD’s program and accounting requirements. Processdocumentation will also help HUD understand its finance workforce requirements aftertransition of accounting functions to the SSP as discussed further in People 2: Implement aWorkforce Development Plan.
1.2 Update policies and procedures. OCFO should document, or as applicable, update itsfinancial policies and procedures. While the initial focus should be on processes impactedby the transition to ARC, all of its financial processes ultimately need to be documentedand/or updated.Aware of these concerns, the OCFO has renewed its focus on documenting financialrequirements and processes for functions that are moving to ARC and also has includedprogram specialists on the design teams that are knowledgeable about HUD’s grant andvoucher programs and associated accounting requirements.
2: Clearly Define Roles and Responsibilities for Financial ProcessesRoles and responsibilities for HUD’s financial management and accounting processes needto be clearly defined to identify responsibilities for performing process steps between theOCFO, Program finance staff, and the SSP. During New Core Release 1, the lack of clearprocess documentation and role clarity created challenges with gaps occurring inprocessing. HUD’s experience in this regard is similar to other agencies that we interviewedthat have transitioned to an SSP.These agencies reported that they initially encountered problems in handoffs between theagency and SSP until roles and responsibilities were clarified. Again, the greater challengeswere encountered with accounting functions that were not routinely handled by the SSPs,such as HUD’s grant and voucher programs.
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Consequently, the Academy Panel and study team recommend:
2.1 Agree To and Document Roles and Responsibilities. OCFO should clarify anddocument roles and responsibilities for steps in financial processes to minimize gaps andmisunderstandings. The documentation should cover responsibilities between HUD andthe SSP in the Service Level Agreement and should also cover responsibilities within HUD,i.e., between OCFO and Program finance staff. Documentation of roles and responsibilitieswill help eliminate gaps in processing.
2.2: Formalize Roles and Responsibilities in the MOU. OFCO should amend itsMemorandum of Understanding (MOU) with ARC to clearly document roles andresponsibilities. Ultimately, the responsibilities should be incorporated into the ServiceLevel Agreement being developed between HUD and the SSP.
2.3: Provide Training on New Processes and Roles and Responsibilities. OCFO shouldprovide training for Program and OCFO staff to ensure that the staff understands the newprocesses and roles and responsibilities of the OCFO, the Programs, and the SSP. Trainingrequirements are discussed at greater length in section 5.2:  People.
3: Strengthen Financial Data Monitoring and OversightHUD’s OIG, in its report on HUD’s 2013 Financial Statements, attributes a number of theDepartment’s control deficiencies to inadequate monitoring and oversight of financialactivities performed across the Department, including deficiencies in accounting forreceivables and obligations and in the financial statement preparation process.HUD’s transition to ARC will change its financial processes and how and where work isperformed, increasing the importance of financial data monitoring and oversight. Newprocesses and systems can result in workflow gaps and errors as HUD adjusts to the newenvironment and also can also increase the opportunity for control lapses.To strengthen financial data monitoring and oversight, the Academy Panel and study teamrecommend:
3.1 Update	Internal	Control	Documentation.	OCFO should update its Internal ControlOver Financial Reporting (ICOFR) documentation for financial processes impacted bytransition to the SSP. Consistent with OMB Circular A-123, Appendix A requirements, thedocumentation should include updates to documentation of the ICOFR assessment plan,entity-wide controls, risks, financial processes and controls, general informationtechnology controls, and the assessment plan and methodology.
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3.2	Implement	Customer	Agency	Controls.	ARC	issues	an	annual	report	on	its	internal	controls	impacting	customer	services	entitled	ARC’s	Description	of	Its	Financial	
Management	Services	and	the	Sustainability	of	the	Design and Operating Effectiveness of Its
Controls. This report includes ARC’s independent auditor’s report on its controls, i.e., its
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 16, Reporting on Controls at a
Service Organization. ARC’s report identifies its internal controls relevant to the customersit serves and also identifies Complementary Customer Agency Controls that its customershould have in place to work in concert with ARC’s controls. HUD should integrate ARC’scontrols report into its ICOFR assessment and assure that it has implemented therecommended Complementary Customer Agency Controls identified by ARC into its controlenvironment and processes.
3.3 Establish a Financial Analysis and Controls Capability within OCFO. OCFO shouldalso establish a financial analysis capability to monitor financial data and controls withinthe OCFO, in HUD’s Programs, and at the SSP. The analysis should include tests for dataaccuracy (e.g., account reconciliations, reasonableness tests, and fluctuation analysis),timeliness (e.g., review of account and suspense file agings), and potential fraud (e.g.,outlier and suspicious transactions). Where practical, monitoring activities should beautomated to reduce manual efforts and to increase timeliness and comprehensiveness ofreview activities. Having these checks in place should help the OCFO reduce surprisesduring audits.
5.2 PeoplePeople are at the core of any successful organization. Finance is no different. To build aneffective financial management function, companies need experienced, creative, and highlyskilled financial management professionals. This section focuses on two areas: 1)implement a workforce development plan for financial management employees in OCFOand programs, and 2) develop a workforce transition plan.
1: Implement a workforce development plan for financial management employees in
OCFO and ProgramsOCFO is facing significant employee attrition and retirement challenges. According to theOIG FY 15 report, OCFO has experienced 40% attrition since 2009, and over 50% of OCFOstaff are eligible for retirement. The impact of the New Core transition on the workforce issignificant. People are concerned about their job security and uncertain about their futurewith the organization after the transition.
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The competencies and roles post-New Core transition have not been clearly defined and/orcommunicated to staff. Modernizing the financial management function results in the needfor more staff with analytical skills and fewer staff for transactional activities. However,OCFO currently has limited capacity for advanced analytics. The study team met withseveral agencies that have moved financial transactions to shared services, and theirexperiences show that it is challenging to repurpose employees who focused ontransactional work to function as analysts.Leading practices indicate that effective analytics are not a purely financial effort, butrequire finance staff to have the requisite knowledge of the business requirements of theirorganization. OCFO staff are perceived as not being adequately familiar with the Programs’operations.These findings led the Academy Panel and study team to recommend that OCFO implementa workforce development plan for financial management employees in OCFO and Programsto prepare for the attrition/retirement challenge and address competency gaps.
1.1 Finalize identification of future critical competencies and determine competency
gaps. Fundamental to workforce development is identifying gaps in knowledge, skills, andabilities through an assessment of both organizational and individual needs and addressingthose gaps through targeted training and development opportunities. OCFO should identifyfuture critical competencies, determine gaps between them and current competencies, anddevelop training and recruitment strategies to address these gaps. The criticalcompetencies should be communicated to employees and incorporated into employees’individual development plans.
1.2	Create a training curriculum for the HUD World Class Financial Management
Training. Once both individual and organizational gaps are identified, OCFO shoulddevelop a training curriculum for the “HUD World Class Financial Management Training.”HUD should leverage existing training programs provided by external organizations, suchas American Management Association (AMA), AGA, FEI, accounting firms, and universities,to reduce costs and incorporate industry best practices. This training curriculum should betailored to fit HUD’s culture, processes, and programs.
1.3 Create formal rotational assignments between OCFO and Program financial
personnel. OCFO should provide rotation opportunities to OCFO employees and financialpersonnel in Programs. Leading practices research suggests that rotational assignmentswould help employees develop a better understanding of programmatic needs, applyconsistent financial management practices, and strengthen relationships between OCFOand Programs.
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1.4 Design a recruitment strategy to address competency gaps. A well-designedrecruitment strategy can effectively remediate competency gaps. OCFO should develop arecruitment strategy that considers both internal and external hiring. The Academy Paneland study team have identified three recruiting sources for consideration: 1) financialmanagement staff in HUD Programs who may want to do a rotational assignment or detailin OCFO; 2) MBA, Public Administration, and Public Policy graduates with strong analyticalskills; and 3) staff from public accounting firms.
1.5 Develop a CFO Intern Program to recruit and develop new financial management
and analytics staff. OCFO should develop a robust CFO intern program to attract high-quality, entry-level financial management employees. Quality internship programs wouldprovide the OCFO a low-cost way to build a pipeline of talented, young professionals.
2: Develop a workforce transition planManaging workforce transition is a top priority for agency leaders during the sharedservice implementation. Agencies that recently transitioned to an SSP reported that theystill grappled with workforce transition issues years after the shift to shared services. In ashared service environment, agencies need fewer personnel for transaction tasks and moreemployees to perform analytics-based functions. Experiences from both public and privatesectors indicate that many employees who did transactional work found it challenging toassume more analytical roles; agencies may need to consider external hiring to bring inemployees with required skillsets.Agencies interviewed used a combination of methods to deal with displaced staff duringthe shared service transition including the following: 1) buy-outs, 2) reductions in force,and 3) assistance finding alternative positions. OCFO is preparing to offer early retirementand buy-outs to staff who are eligible to retire.OCFO has begun planning for workforce transition. It engaged Grant Thornton to conduct aworkforce analysis to estimate staffing changes after the New Core implementation and isengaged in pre-decisional meetings with the union. OCFO is keeping other key stakeholdersapprised of the situation. The Department has promised every OCFO employee who wantsa job will have one, although perhaps not in the same location.In addition, interviewees raised concern about the attrition among high potential/highperformers in the workforce. The interviewees reported that some high performers leftbecause they were uncertain about their job security after New Core.
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In light of these observations, the Academy Panel and study team offer the followingrecommendations to support the OCFO’s development of a workforce transition plan.
2.1 Create a detailed workforce transition plan. The Panel recommends that HUDdevelop a detailed plan that describes how the employees will transition from the currentconfiguration to the future configuration under New Core. The plan should be developedwith input from relevant stakeholders including employees and should be shared with staffwhen feasible. OCFO can leverage the workforce analysis Grant Thornton conducted andthe New Core project schedule to finalize plans and timing for staff changes. The workforcetransition plan would assist HUD in identifying training and recruitment needs and provideclarity to staff about their specific role in the future.
2.2 Continue to engage internal and external stakeholders to generate buy-in. TheAcademy Panel and study team recommend that OCFO continue to engage stakeholders(e.g., unions, Employee Relations, the Secretary, and Congress) in the process of developingthe workforce plan. The ACFOs should help develop plans and reassignments. Acollaborative environment would provide a broad perspective from all areas, create a levelof transparency, and help identify and mitigate concerns early.
2.3 Develop a strategy to identify options for displaced employees. The AcademyPanel and study team recommend that OCFO consider what supports displaced employeesmight need and develop a strategy to address them. This may help reduce anxiety amongstaff and demonstrate the Department’s commitment to people.
5.3 OrganizationAn efficient organizational structure provides the foundation for an integrated, high-performing financial management function. This section includes four focus areas to helpHUD strengthen its financial management: 1) establish a CFO Council; 2) become a strategicbusiness partner; 3) build an analytics capability to support agency decision-making; and4) formalize organizational changes to incorporate data analytics, financial managementtraining, program liaisons, and consolidation of complementary functions.
1: Establish a CFO Council to Promote Governance and ConsistencyHUD’s current financial management model is decentralized. While core accounting andreporting functions are primarily performed within OCFO, key finance responsibilities,such as budget and funds control, reside in Program offices. In its FY 15 Report onPerformance and Management, the OIG attributes several of HUD’s GAAP compliance issuesand internal control deficiencies to a weak Department-wide financial managementgovernance structure.
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During the assessment, many interviewees within OCFO and the Programs raised concernsabout the disconnect between OCFO staff and the Program offices. Responsibilities forfinance activities were not clear. OCFO staff view the Program offices as not sufficientlyresponsive to the Department’s financial management and internal control responsibilities.The Program offices view the OCFO as not providing the financial management guidanceand tools (i.e., processes and systems) required to effectively account for HUD’s Programs.They seek greater OCFO input on a wide range of financial management issues, e.g., front-end risk assessments, improper payments, finance process improvement, and financialmanagement training.Interviewees from both OCFO and Program offices generally agree that some financialfunctions—such as budget and funds control—should be kept at the Program level. Theirknowledge of Program operations and frequent interaction on funding issues withrecipients enable them to perform these functions more effectively. Accordingly, the studyteam noted that the key concern was not “decentralization,” but the lack of communicationand coordination of financial management activities across the Department.As part of the assessment, the study team looked at how other departments coordinatefinancial operations across large organizations. The study team found that many agenciesestablish an internal CFO Council to improve internal control, efficiency, and effectiveness.For example, Treasury formed a CFO council in 1994 to bring together the financial officials(CFOs and Deputy CFOs) from all of its organizational components to promote continuousimprovement of financial management at Treasury.The Academy Panel and study team provide the following recommendations to strengthenHUD’s financial management governance structure:
1.1 Form a CFO Council. HUD should establish an internal CFO Council to strengthenHUD’s financial management governance, clarify responsibilities for financial management,and promote consistency.15 The CFO Council will provide a mechanism for the DepartmentCFO to engage Program offices in the decision-making process, identify Departmentalfinancial management issues, develop solutions, and oversee implementation.While the Department CFO, consistent with the CFO Act, retains ultimate authority forfinancial policy and processes, those policies and processes having Department-wide
15 CFO Act, Section 902
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impact should be developed with input from the CFO Council to ensure properconsideration of Program and operating requirements.The Departmental CFO should chair the CFO Council. The Council should be comprised ofthe most senior financial officials from across the Department and within the Programs.The Council should hold monthly meetings and have visible support from the topleadership of the Department. The Academy Panel and study team also recommend that theIG, or his/her designee, be invited to join as an ex-officio member of the CFO Council toprovide additional expertise to the Council and ensure audit perspectives are considered inCouncil decisions.
1.2 Develop a charter for effective operation of the CFO Council. The charter shouldclearly define the Council’s mission/objectives, composition, role, responsibilities, andactivities. The key issues the Council should address are:

• Budgets
• Programmatic financial management needs and concerns
• Financial management policy and procedures
• Financial management roles and responsibilities
• Financial management personnel and training needs
• Financial management systems planning and development
• New and emerging regulations and accounting principles
• Improper payments
• Internal control over financial reporting
• Control weaknesses remediation
• OIG/ GAO/independent public accountant interfaceAppendix E provides a sample CFO Council Charter from Treasury that HUD can draw fromin developing its charter.

2: Become Strategic Business Partner to ProgramsStudies by multiple organizations confirm that the financial management organization ofthe future must provide value beyond its business as usual financial reporting and controlroles. The financial management organization of the future needs to be a strategic businesspartner that provides business insights and supports decision-making for programs andleadership.Currently, Program staff do not perceive OCFO as a “business partner.” Interviewees fromProgram offices viewed the OCFO as not having sufficient understanding of their Programsto provide effective budget, financial management, and analytical support. During our
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interviews, program personnel raised the concern that they do not receive consistentguidance on routine documents (e.g. draft funds control plans) from the OCFO. At least oneprogram area noted that OCFO does not anticipate OIG requirements in time to avoidsurprises during the audit.The study team’s research found that the interactions between OCFO and Programs are ad-hoc and reactive. Some interviewees reported that Programs only hear from OCFO staff forcompliance requests/requirements. Programs would like OCFO staff to provide proactivecommunication and greater financial management guidance and tools.Over the last several years, OCFO leadership positions (CFO, DCFO, and ACFO) were vacant.The CFO position was vacant from August 2011 to September 2014. The long-standingvacancies and high turnover in the OCFO leadership may have limited the office’s ability toprovide appropriate oversight and support to Programs.To become a strategic business partner to the Programs, the panel and study teamrecommend that OCFO:
2.1 Work collaboratively with Programs and other stakeholders. The OCFO shouldwork collaboratively with Programs and stakeholders to improve its creditability withprograms and become a value-added business partner to them. The OCFO should provideguidance on key financial management issues such as improper payments and financeprocess improvement to assist programs in improving the efficiency and effectiveness oftheir finance functions. Additionally, OCFO should communicate to Programs about theservices available to them. Effective communication can help Program staff increaseawareness of OCFO services and of how OCFO can help Program staff improve their work.
2.2 Formalize and expand liaison function to support each program. The panel andstudy team recommend that OCFO formalize and expand its liaison function to facilitate itsinteractions with Programs and to better understand Program requirements andconstraints. The liaison function would provide Programs with a “go-to” person in theOCFO. Liaisons should understand OCFO functions and requirements and beknowledgeable of both the assigned Program(s) and personnel performing financialmanagement functions in the Program. To ensure that the liaisons serve Programseffectively, the OCFO should document liaison objectives and requirements with input fromProgram staff. Additionally, OCFO should establish a formal process for the Programs toprovide feedback on the effectiveness of the liaisons.
2.3 Establish regular meetings with OCFO and Program staff to discuss relevant
financial matters. To address the concern about the lack of communication, the panel and
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the study team recommend establishing regular meetings between the OCFO Programliaisons and representatives from his/her assigned Program(s). The Panel and study teamrecognize that the ACFO for the Budget division has already begun the process ofstrengthening communication with Program staff. Regular meetings would facilitate thedissemination of updated financial requirements and policy changes and allow OCFO tostrengthen its understanding of the requirements and challenges of the programs. Thesemeetings also would provide the opportunities for program personnel to voice theirconcerns.
2.4 Ensure OCFO personnel receive training on policy, system guidance, procedures,
and reporting. OCFO personnel should receive ongoing training on financial policies,guidance, and procedures to deliver consistent guidance to Programs; promote financialmanagement standardization across the Department; and build credibility with Programs.
2.5 Continue to build and strengthen communications and relationship with OIG. Astrong working relationship between the OCFO and the OIG will decrease the likelihood ofsurprises during audits; add OIG expertise into the development of financial managementpolicies, processes, and systems; and improve the performance of OCFO as well as HUD as aDepartment. The panel and study team offer four specific suggestions for improving therelationship between OCFO and OIG: 1) OCFO should conduct regular meetings with theOIG to discuss issues and the status of corrective action items; 2) The OIG should beincluded in the circulation of key financial management documents for review and giventhe opportunity to provide comment on them (e.g., policy, FERAs, system designdocuments); 3) The IG, or his/her designee, should be invited to join the CFO Council as anex-officio member; 4) OCFO should communicate OIG expectations, concerns, and issues toPrograms in a timely manner.
2.6 Establish protocol in which OCFO and Programs share external data requests and
responses with each other. OCFO and Programs should share external data requests witheach other prior to responding to the requests. It is important for HUD to develop a unifiedapproach for communicating with external stakeholders. Additionally, this would enablethe Department to proactively identify and explain any differences in data and ensure dataconsistency and accuracy.
2.7 Establish performance standards for responding to programs. To improveperformance, a systematic approach is necessary for establishing an acceptableperformance level, tracking performance, and correcting any deviations from thatstandard. OCFO should establish performance standards for responding to programs (e.g.,returning phone calls and emails within 24 hours). In addition, OCFO needs to periodicallytest to determine how quickly staff are responding to inquiries. Implementing performance
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standards for managing responsiveness will improve OCFO’s value to its stakeholders andclearly communicate management’s expectations to OCFO personnel.
2.8 Develop and implement a formal process to receive feedback from stakeholders.The Panel recommends that OCFO institute a formal process (e.g., communication means,timeframes, and procedures) to provide communication updates to and receive feedbackfrom internal and external stakeholders (e.g., Programs, ARC). Feedback collected fromstakeholders will inform OCFO leadership on how to further improve its performance. Aneffective relationship and regular communication with key stakeholders are critical to thesuccess of OCFO and the Department overall.
3: Build Analytics Capability to Support Agency Decision-makingTightening budgets and a shrinking workforce require agencies to make smarter decisionsto better accomplish mission objectives and effectively carry out operations. Advances intechnology have made it easier for organizations to tap into their vast stores of data andapply analytics to describe, predict, and improve performance. Leading organizations areusing analytics to help prioritize investments, manage risk, and improve performance.The OCFO should have a key role in an effective analytics program, providing financial dataand expertise to inform decision-making. However, HUD’s OCFO thus far has not had asignificant role in supporting analytics within the Department as its resources have beenfocused on the more fundamental objectives of financial transactions processing,governance, and control. With the migration of more clerical finance functions to ARC,HUD’s CFO has established the objective of increasing OCFO capabilities to provide betteranalytics and decision support for HUD’s programs and operations.The study team’s interviews with other agencies that transitioned to an SSP suggest thatthe shift from less transactional work to more analytical work does not happenimmediately. While transactional workload may decrease after transition to the SSP, moretransactional work than anticipated is likely to remain. Additionally, the agenciesinterviewed indicate that many transactional employees were not able to make the shift tomore analytical work. The agencies also emphasized the importance of having an in-depthunderstanding of Programs and Program data to provide useful analytics within theagency.HUD has developed its HUDStat initiative to review Department performance and discussways to improve results. Recently, the CFO has begun to participate in HUDStat toincorporate financial data into HUDStat metrics to enable richer analysis. The Academy
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Panel and study team provide the following recommendations to guide the OCFO inbuilding its analytics capability.
3.1 Establish an agency-wide work group to identify the analytics the Programs and
HUD leadership would find most beneficial. Understanding the questions that Programsand leadership want answered will help ensure OCFO conducts value-added analytics. Byengaging potential users or requestors of the data in planning, OCFO would increase thelikelihood of their awareness, understanding, and use of OCFO’s analytics.
3.2 Use the outcomes of the work group to identify the required competencies for an
analytics unit. Once OCFO has validated the analytics needs and interests of the Programsand leadership, it should determine the required workforce competences and incorporatethem into its workforce development plan. With the required competencies defined, theOCFO will be better able to identify the appropriate internal candidates and/or determineits need for external candidates to staff the analytics unit.
3.3 Establish early successes before fully staffing a data analytics unit. The experienceof other agencies indicates that creating an analytics capability can be a long-term effort,not only because of the required planning, but also because transactional work does notdecline to the extent anticipated immediately after transition to an SSP. The Academy Paneland study team thus recommend that in the short term, OCFO continue its recent efforts toprovide financial data and expertise for HUDStat.In building its analytics capability, the OCFO should start small and establish earlysuccesses before fully staffing an analytics unit. For example, OCFO can select a Program ora problem (e.g., improper payments) for analysis and if successful, begin to demonstratethe usefulness of analytics.A pilot implementation will allow the OCFO to validate its approach, demonstrate thebenefits of analytics, mitigate resistance, and learn more about required skillsets beforebringing this effort to scale. Once it has generated some successes and has a clearunderstanding of the Department’s analytics requirements, OCFO can establish a new unitthat would report to the Deputy CFO.
4: Formalize Organizational Changes to Incorporate Data Analytics, Financial
Management Training, Program Liaisons, and Consolidation of Complementary
FunctionsThe Academy Panel and study team found opportunities to modify the organizationalstructure of OCFO to better support the programs and realize efficiencies. OCFO’s Financial
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Management (FM) and Accounting Divisions have some overlapping and complementaryresponsibilities. A significant level of interaction and coordination is needed between thesetwo groups. For example, both groups have responsibilities for developing theDepartment’s financial policies and procedures. Accounting develops financial policies, andFM formalizes and disseminates them. Similarly, both groups are involved in the process ofdeveloping the agency’s annual financial report. The Accounting group provides financialstatements, and the FM group manages the data collection process and puts together thereport. The Academy Panel and study team found that some other agencies had combinedtheir accounting and financial management functions. For instance, Federal Student Aidwithin the Department of Education has a Financial Management Group that consists of aFinancial Reporting Division and an Accounting Division.In addition, according to the Grant Thornton Workforce Analysis study, Accounting will beimpacted significantly as HUD moves transactional work to ARC. The total estimated staffreduction in Accounting is 44 positions.16 Given the related functions and the smallerAccounting staff post-New Core, OCFO will benefit from combining FM and Accounting intoone division reporting to one ACFO.To strengthen the relationship between the OCFO and Program areas, develop dataanalytics capability, and improve effectiveness and efficiency, the Academy Panel and studyteam recommend that OCFO updates its organizational structure to incorporate dataanalytics, financial control and analysis, financial management training, a more formalProgram liaison function, and consolidation of complementary functions.
4.1 Adopt incremental organizational changes during New Core implementation.Assign staff to work with the CFO and Deputy CFO to coordinate with HUDStat. This staffperson(s) also could lead the work group tasked to determine the Department’s dataanalytics requirements. The World Class Financial Management Training Programcurrently being outlined would reside within management staff as it does now. The liaisonto Program’s function would remain in Budget, while efforts are made to modify andstrengthen the program in line with Organization section 2: Become Strategic BusinessPartner to the Programs. This interim structure, which is similar to the existing structure, ispresented in Figure 5.1: Proposed Organization Structure during New CoreImplementation.
16 Grant Thornton, “HUD OCFO Post New Core Workforce Analysis,” p.5.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed Organization Structure during New Core Implementation

4.2 Formally modify the structure of OCFO post-New Core Implementation. Given thelengthy process to make organizational structure changes in federal agencies, the need toidentify other staffing changes that may result from new workforce competencyrequirements, and the importance of determining the Programs’ and leadership’s analyticalrequirements, the Academy Panel and study team recommend the following structuralchanges once New Core has been implemented:
 Consolidate FM and Accounting. Given the complementary responsibilities andanticipated reduction in the number of accounting staff, OCFO will benefit fromconsolidating the Accounting and FM staffs after the New Core transition to leveragesynergies and minimize organizational silos. The new Financial Control and Analysisunit will be part of this division.
 Incorporate New Unit for Analytics if sufficient demand exists. This unit mightevolve from the staff working with the CFO and Deputy CFO on HUDStat. WhileOCFO plans to retool existing staff, the experience of other agencies indicates thatthe OCFO may need to make some external hires as well. Given Budget’s existingrole and relationship with the Programs, the Academy Panel and study team suggestthat the new analytics unit initially be located under the ACFO for Budget. As thedata analytics unit expands and demand for its services increases, OCFO shouldconsider elevating it to a stand-alone unit, Strategic Program Services, whose leaderreports directly to the Deputy CFO.
 Expand the liaison role within Budget. As discussed in Organization 2, the OCFOshould formalize and expand its program liaison function to facilitate theinteractions between OCFO and Programs. The liaison should be knowledgeable inboth financial management issues and Program policies, practices, and challenges.
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As the Program liaison is currently located in the Budget group, the Academy Paneland study team recommend that this function remain in Budget at the beginning toleverage existing resources.  After 3-5 years, this function can be moved to theStrategic Program Services Unit.
 Move the New Core Team to ACFO for Financial Systems after the shared

service transition. The Academy Panel and study team recommend that the OCFOmove the New Core team to the Financial Systems group, once New Core is fullyimplemented. This new Financial Systems group will include two units—the NewCore unit and the Legacy System unit. We believe that this structure would allow theOCFO to maintain focus on New Core and facilitate interfaces between New Core andLegacy Systems at the same time.The proposed changes are outlined in the organizational chart in Figure 5.2. The greenboxes reflect changes from the current structure.
Figure 5.2: Proposed Organization Structure (after New Core Implementation)

5.4 TechnologyWhether accomplished through an SSP or an in-house financial system, efficient andeffective financial management is underpinned by integrated applications that providetimely, enterprise-wide financial data. This section includes three focus areas: 1) Validatethe Scope, Feasibility, and Priority of Remaining SSP Transition Phases; 2) Ensure NewTechnology Efforts Are Coordinated and Integrated; and 3) Focus on Data Management, acritical component of New Core project implementation.
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1: Validate the Scope, Feasibility, and Priority of Remaining SSP Transition PhasesAfter completing transition of core accounting activities to the SSP in Phase 1, Release 3,scheduled for October 1, 2015, HUD plans to move forward with subsequent New Coreproject releases. As described in Chapter 3 of this report, the subsequent releases includePhase I, Release 4 (grant and loan accounting) and Phases 2, 3, and 4 (which includemanagerial cost accounting, budget formulation, fixed assets, LOCCS, and accounting for theFHA and Ginnie Mae).Per discussion with the New Core project team, Phase1, Release 4 as well as Phases 2, 3 and4 are still conceptual. The scope and vision are high level, and timeframes are not solidifiedfor implementation. The study team also noted that ARC has limited experience processinggrants and loans. The SSP currently does not provide any of its customers with the grantand loan functionality at the scale HUD requires, and there may be significant costimplications to develop the required functionality. A recent development is the desire tohave the Next Generation Management System (NGMS) which PIH is developingincorporated into New Core Release 4.The study team also found the scope of the finance functions to be transferred to the SSPwas derived from the scope of the cancelled HIFMIP project, which was developed severalyears ago. There is limited business case documentation to ensure the New Core projectscope and implementation priorities remain valid now that HUD has shifted its strategyfrom a stand-alone financial system implementation to transfer of finance functions to anSSP.The New Core project has recently formed a team to begin planning for subsequent phasesof the project, beginning with grants and loans accounting. As OCFO refines its plans theAcademy Panel and study team provide the following recommendations.
1.1 Validate business case and priorities for subsequent New Core phases. As OCFOdevelops its plans for subsequent phases of the New Core project, the Academy Panel andstudy team recommend that the New Core project team update its business case to reflectHUD’s shift in financial systems modernization strategy from a stand-alone systemimplementation to the use of an SSP. HUD’s current business needs, anticipated benefits,and expected costs in establishing scope and implementation priorities are to beincorporated. The transition schedule should also be developed considering availablefunding and the talent required to support the transition. The Academy Panel and studyteam recognize that while anticipated benefits and costs can be identified, some benefitsmay not be quantifiable (e.g., eliminating a GAAP noncompliance causing a qualified auditopinion).
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1.2 Confirm that ARC can provide the functionality HUD requires. ARC does notcurrently provide many of the functions HUD has planned in subsequent New Core phases.Not having the requisite functionality will put HUD at risk of future noncompliance.
1.3 Explore strategy for HUD to share with ARC the costs of expanding its
functionality to meet HUD’s grant and loan program accounting and other financial
management requirements. There are cost implications associated with ARC developingthe functionality HUD needs. HUD should explore a strategy to share the costs of the SSPexpanding its functionality and service offerings. ARC’s expanding its functionality to meetHUD’s grant and loan programs and other requirements (e.g., managerial cost accounting,budget formulation, and fixed assets) will be of benefit to other current and future ARCcustomers as well. Both the additional functionality in the financial system as well as theexperience of ARC’s staff will be beneficial to financial management across the government.
2: Ensure New Technology Efforts Are Coordinated and IntegratedIn addition to the New Core project, HUD has other technology modernization effortsunderway that are important to HUD’s future success. These efforts and New Core willneed to be compatible. Two of the larger initiatives are the NGMS and the HUD Enterpriseand Architecture Transformation (HEAT).NGMS seeks to streamline complex business processes for managing HUD’s large HousingChoice Voucher and Public Housing Programs. NGMS will support functions includinginventory management, voucher management, budget formulation and forecasting, andportfolio and risk management. The leaders of NGMS have asked for this initiative to beincorporated into the New Core project. The HEAT initiative is transforming HUD’senterprise architecture to provide the Department with a reusable, understandable,efficient, and effective architecture. Coordination and compatibility across these systemsand platforms is critical to a high functioning organization and effective use of informationtechnology resources. The Academy Panel and study team provide the followingrecommendations to improve coordination across projects.
2.1 Identify new systems and IT being deployed or developed that may impact

financial management. The OCFO should institute a formal process to review newsystems and IT being deployed or developed across HUD in order to identify other projectsthat may impact financial management, New Core, or legacy financial systems.Identification of these other projects is needed to ensure efforts are integrated wherepossible and resources are used efficiently.
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2.2 Work with CIO to establish departmental policy that addresses compatibility
issues. The CFO/Deputy CFO should work with the CIO to establish a requirement that newsystems with financial data be compatible with New Core, identify data transformationsrequired to support the information exchange needs between applications, and outlinesoftware requirements to support data integration with the enterprise's customers andsuppliers.Implementing a policy that requires coordination with the OCFO for all financial andmixed-use systems that use financial data will reduce the likelihood of costly fixes toaddress compatibility issues after a system has gone live and also enables the CFO to fulfillhis/her statutory duty to monitor and oversee data in financial systems Department-wide.
3: Focus on Data ManagementManaging data is critical in the information technology lifecycle. As HUD implements NewCore, it needs to plan and manage the development and execution of architectures, policies,practices, and procedures pertaining to data. Several of the Academy panel members haveled system transitions similar to HUD’s New Core project and emphasized datamanagement as a critical component to New Core success. From the Panel’s experience,data must be reviewed holistically.Both program and ACFO staff identified issues with data migration during theimplementation of Release 1 – Travel and Relocation. Additionally, Program staff voicedconcern about data management policies, practices, and procedures post implementation.Program staff requested clarity on operational guidance for managing data.In response to lessons learned during Release 1, the New Core team is working with theSSP to address potential data conversion issues prior to Release 3. Currently, the OCFO hasthe following data management activities underway:

 Working with others in the Department on an effort to clean and de-obligatecontract data (target completion data is February 2015)
 Developing crosswalks with the SSP to identify potential data discrepancies relatedto the budget structure that would impact conversion and accounting andorganization codesTo facilitate effective data management, the Academy Panel and study team recommendthe following:
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3.1 Ensure adequacy of data management plan. With a system transformation of thisscope, it is important the OCFO identify, anticipate, and plan for potential data managementissues. OCFO should ensure its data management plan includes or reflects the following:
 A clear definition of which application components in the landscape will serve as thesystem of record or reference for enterprise master data
 An enterprise-wide standard that all application components, including softwarepackages, need to adopt
 Clear understanding of how business functions, processes, and services use dataentities
 Knowledge of how and where enterprise data entities are created, stored,transported, and reported
 The level and complexity of data transformations required to support theinformation exchange needs between applications, including legacy applications
 The requirement for software in supporting data integration with the enterprise'scustomers and suppliers (e.g., use of Extract Transform Load (ETL) tools during thedata migration, data profiling tools to evaluate data quality, etc.)

3.2 Review data migration requirements. OCFO should review its data migrationrequirements. When any system or application is replaced, there is a critical need tomigrate data (master, transactional, and reference) to the new system. Data architectureshould identify data migration requirements and also provide indicators as to the level oftransformation, weeding, and cleansing that will be required to present data in a formatthat meets the requirements and constraints of the target system.As noted, OCFO has begun this work. Where possible, establish a HUD-wide common datadictionary to support the transformation. In planning for data migration, OCFO mustconsider the timing of data conversion to avoid data problems. For example, dataconversion in the middle of a quarter or at the end of the fiscal year could be problematicand create data issues.Additionally, OCFO should develop a process for IV&V of the data after conversion.  Thiswill facilitate early identification of any problems.
3.3 Establish data governance. Effective data governance ensures that the departmenthas the necessary decision- and policy-making processes in place to enable thetransformation. OCFO should confirm that the following are established and refined toensure successful implementation:

 Structure and standards body to manage data aspects of the transformation
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 Management systems and data-related programs to manage the governance aspectsof data entities throughout the lifecycle
 People with the necessary data-related skills and the roles required for thetransformation. As part of OCFO’s workforce development plan, OCFO shoulddetermine if it has the required competencies and skills and if and how it willacquire those critical skills (e.g., train existing personnel or hire).

5.5 Change ManagementIn order to successfully implement the recommendations provided, HUD should developand implement a comprehensive change management strategy. To increase the likelihoodof success of HUD’s large scale transformation, HUD will need:
 Communication of clear goals and a compelling reason for the change
 Adequate engagement of critical stakeholders affected by the change initiative
 Sufficient training or skills-building
 Systems and processes to reinforce the changeThe Academy Panel and study team recommend that the HUD OCFO change managementstrategy be organized into three phases: (1) prepare for change, (2) manage change, and(3) reinforce change.[1] Figure 5.1 provides a visual overview of this framework.

Figure 5.1: Three Phases of an Effective Change Management Strategy

OCFO has completed a number of the steps required to prepare the organization forchange. For example, this organizational assessment provides an overview of the currentenvironment. A New Core Project team has been established to manage the relationshipwith and transition to the SSP. The CFO and Secretary are behind the change and havestarted implementing some of the key attributes of a change management strategy, and
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responsibility for change management rests with some employees on the New Core teamwho receive contractor support.However, OCFO does not seem to have an integrated change management strategy. In thischapter, the panel outlines its recommendations for a cohesive strategy to manage all of thechanges planned and occurring in OCFO and related to financial management at HUD.
1:  Prepare the Organization for ChangeOCFO has conducted some of the activities required to prepare an organization forchange. However, important tasks still need to be completed. OCFO has not conducted aformal stakeholder analysis to consider and document the interests and concerns of keystakeholders, and there is not a communication strategy and plan in place to ensurestakeholders, such as the Programs and OCFO staff, receive timely and consistent messagesabout the change.The stakeholder analysis often yields information that will identify potential areas ofresistance so that mitigating strategies can be put in place. The execution of a thoughtfulcommunication plan that leverages appropriate communication vehicles, deliversconsistent, timely information, and provides a mechanism for two-way communicationmitigates anxiety and misinformation and helps prepare the people in the organization forthe change.Through the interviews with HUD staff, the study team found that program staff inparticular had questions about New Core, had formed opinions about what they would gainand lose as a result, and were anxious to express their concerns and askquestions. Additionally, the study team did not get the sense that people understood thefull vision for financial transformation. Other stakeholders, such as OFIT and OMB, areregularly briefed about New Core implementation.As part of preparing for change, many organizations establish steering committees to guidethe transformation. These steering committees typically consist of high-levelrepresentatives from a cross-section of the organization. Financial transformation at HUDdoes not appear to have a similar guiding body.To more fully prepare the organization for financial transformation, the Academy Paneland study team recommend:
1.1 Establish a body to guide the financial management transformation at HUD. Thetransformation is larger than New Core and includes becoming a strategic business
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partner, improving how OCFO interacts with the programs and the OIG, and increasing thecredibility of OCFO. We believe that the HUD OCFO Council can fill this role.
1.2 Conduct a stakeholder analysis. HUD OCFO has a number of both internal andexternal stakeholders that will be impacted by the financial transformation. Understandingstakeholders is essential for HUD to be successful in its transformation; in addition tostakeholders being recipients of the organizational change, they can help lead andchampion a change. If stakeholder needs are not carefully identified, assessed, andmanaged, there is a potential risk of stakeholders disrupting progress.
1.3 Develop communication strategy that includes all transformation activities. Usingthe stakeholder analysis as the base, HUD should develop regular and consistentcommunication practices. There is a need for strategic, operational, and tacticalinformation sharing across the organization. HUD OCFO will need to stay abreast ofstakeholders’ questions and concerns and be prepared to react accordingly. This approachwill enable HUD OCFO to tailor communication needs. The Academy Panel and study teamsuggest that HUD OCFO develop and implement a detailed schedule of communicationactivities by audience, sequence, and timing, as follows:

 Develop a communication plan that defines timing, frequency, vehicle, audience, andcontent of messages.
 Provide communications to demonstrate what the changes are and the rationalebehind them. This should include status updates, frequently asked questions, andpresentations, etc.
 Hold regular town hall meetings for OCFO and Program staff. The leadership teamshould share current information about the transition to the SSP and otherinitiatives taking place that directly impact OCFO employees and the Programs, andprovide an opportunity for attendees to ask questions. In the initial town hallmeetings, OCFO should articulate the overall vision and discuss what will change,why change will occur, and the expected benefits.

1.4 Demonstrate leadership commitment to the financial transformation. Buy-in andsupport from leadership and management are critical to implement change within HUD.The attitude and support of an organization's leaders play a key role in how staff respondsto change. Leadership and managers set the "tone from the top" and model the desiredbehavior for the rest of the employees. This includes not only the CFO and Deputy CFO, butalso ACFOs. OCFO must ensure that the leadership in the Program areas understand andbuy-in to the planned transformation so that they can help sell it in their organizations.
1.5 Identify Change Champions, Advocates, and Agents to facilitate and drive the
organizational changes. Change Champions sponsor the change and typically are at
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senior management levels. Change Advocates most often hold management positions.Change Agents are usually scattered throughout the organization and provide supportthroughout the organization at many levels. Change Recipients are the individualsimpacted by the change. The following table provides some of the key activities for thedifferent roles that HUD should take into consideration as it is building an integratedchange management strategy.
Figure 5.2 Change Management—Key Roles and Activities

2:   Manage ChangeOCFO should work with key stakeholders to build workforce capability that supports and isknowledgeable about the new HUD financial processes and capabilities. Program messagesshould be established, formal programs for communications and training should bedeveloped, and performance data on organization performance should be determined.Sharing information about near-term successes and incorporating lessons from previousimplementations are emphasized to obtain employee buy-in as well as active, coordinatedparticipation by stakeholders. To manage the financial transformation at HUD, theAcademy Panel and study team recommend:
2.1 Develop training programs. To successfully implement and sustain the benefits ofchange, HUD financial employees invariably must develop new capabilities. To accomplishthis, HUD OCFO should develop a training program that encompasses a blended solutionsapproach to provide timely, consistent, and relevant training to the workforce. HUD has
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started building the high-level curriculum and competencies for the HUD’s World ClassFinancial Management Program. As HUD continues to build the program, the followingshould be taken into consideration:
 Share the vision of financial management capabilities with HUD OCFO staff.
 Clearly articulate and document roles and responsibilities of all stakeholdersinvolved in training.
 Ensure HUD OCFO management take ownership for developing their staff.
 Allow opportunities for in-tact group training, whenever possible. In-tact groups areindividuals grouped together by function, department, or organizational unit.
 Develop a training delivery plan that is realistic and achievable, given HUD OCFOwork requirements.
 Identify performance measures to evaluate the effectiveness of training.

2.2 Establish performance metrics to track progress. HUD OCFO should developspecific performance metrics to track the progress of the change effort. Specifically,performance measures should be established for assessing the effectiveness ofcommunication and training. Processes should be established to incorporate the feedbackinto updated communications and training plans.
3:  Reinforce ChangeIn this phase, change activities are evaluated, renewed, and reinforced with a focus onsustaining buy-in and commitment and driving continuous improvement. This phase givesthe opportunity to formally collect feedback and determine whether the changemanagement activities have had the intended results. Unanticipated results do not alwaysindicate failed change management activities. Often situations or the environment havechanged, which require minor adjustments to the change management plans.This step is the feedback loop which gives new information that guides further changemanagement activities. To ensure changes are embedded and sustained in theorganization, the HUD OCFO would need to develop organizational feedback andmeasurement processes, individual performance measures, and ongoing knowledgetransfer.The reinforce change phase also includes rewards and recognition. Celebrating successwith stakeholders involved in the change gives the opportunity to reinforce behaviors andattitudes which are contributing to the successful change. This phase also offersencouraging feedback and lends itself to creating a positive atmosphere and feeling ofcommunity among the workforce. Celebrating success should happen throughout thecourse of the change management activities.
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3.1 Monitor effectiveness. It is important to monitor the effectiveness of all activities andinitiatives the HUD OCFO has or will put in place such as the HUD World Class FinancialManagement Program, customer feedback survey (described in People 1), recruitment,etc. In addition to monitoring the effectiveness of direct programs and initiatives insupport of the HUD OCFO financial transformation, HUD OCFO should also monitor theeffectiveness of the change management strategy.
3.2 Implement corrective actions. When leveraging feedback received from variousformal and informal changes, modify plans accordingly.
3.3 Identify and communicate successes. Throughout all phases of the HUD financialtransformation, successes should be identified and communicated to staff and otherstakeholders as appropriate. Activities can include highlighting a department, sharingpositive emails from stakeholders, or just sending a note of appreciation to staff for theirefforts.
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CHAPTER SIX: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

In this chapter, the Academy Panel and study team provide a framework to implement therecommendations and integrate them with the existing New Core schedule. To helpidentify sequencing and timing, we prioritized the recommendations.While all recommendations merit consideration, some either need to occur earlier becauseof their relationship to other recommendations or because of their importance to thesuccess of financial management transformation at HUD. To help prioritize therecommendations for implementation, the Academy Panel and study team looked at thefollowing factors:
 Impact on the success of New Core
 Importance to financial management operational efficiency
 Contribution to improved governance and control
 Contribution to improving business insight
 Estimated relative financial investmentThese factors were weighted for each recommendation using the scale below. Based onanalysis of the weighted factors, an overall implementation priority was developed for eachof the following recommendations:
 – significant impact
 – moderate impact
 – limited impact
 – no to very small impactTable 6.1 presents the Academy Panel and study team’s analysis of the relative importanceand required investment in twelve primary recommendations, with a focus on the overallpriorities for implementation.
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Table 6.1: Relative Impact of Recommendations

Recommendation Success of
New Core

Operational
Efficiency

Improved
Governance

Providing
Business
Insight

Investment
Required

PR
O

CE
SS

1. Document financial policy and processes
1.1 Document financial processes transferring to the SSP
1.2 Update policy and procedures

Priority Level:HIGH Medium
2. Clearly define roles and responsibilities for financial processes

2.1 Agree to and document roles and responsibilities
2.2 Formulate roles and responsibilities in the MOU
2.3 Provide training on new processes and roles and responsibilities

Priority Level:HIGH Medium
3. Strengthen financial data monitoring and oversight

3.1 Update internal control documentation
3.2 Implement customer agency controls
3.3 Establish a financial controls and analysis capability with OCFO

Priority Level:MODERATELY HIGH Medium

PE
O

PL
E

1. Implement a workforce development plan for financial management employees in OCFO and Programs
1.1 Finalize identification of future critical competencies and determine competency gaps
1.2 Create a training curriculum for the HUD World Class Financial management Training
1.3 Create formal rotational assignments between OCFO and Program financial personnel
1.4 Design a recruitment strategy to address competency gaps
1.5 Develop a CFO Intern Program to recruit and develop new financial management and analytics staff

Priority Level:MEDIUM Medium
2. Develop a workforce transition plan

2.1 Create a detailed workforce transition plan
2.2 Continue to engage internal and external stakeholders to generate buy-in
2.3 Develop a strategy to identify options for displaced employees

Priority Level:MODERATELY HIGH Medium
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Recommendation Success of New
Core

Operational
Efficiency

Improved
Governance

Providing
Business
Insight

Investment
Required

O
RG

AN
IZ

AT
IO

N

1. Establish a CFO Council to promote governance and consistency
1.1 Form a CFO Council
1.2 Develop a charter for effective operation of the CFO Council

Priority Level:MODERATELY HIGH Low
2. Become strategic business partner to Programs

2.1 Work collaboratively with Programs and other stakeholders
2.2 Formalize and expand liaison functions to support each Program
2.3 Establish regular meetings with OCFO and Program staff to discuss relevant financial matters
2.4 Ensure OCFO personnel receive training on policy, system guidance, procedures, and reporting
2.5 Continue to build and strengthen communications and relationship with OIG
2.6 Establish protocol in which OCFO and Programs share external data request and responses with each

other
2.7 Establish performance standards for responding to programs
2.8 Develop and implement a formal process to receive feedback from stakeholders

Priority Level:MEDIUM Low
3. Build analytics capability to support Agency decision making

3.1 Establish an agency-wide workgroup to identify the analytics the Programs and HUD leadership would
find most beneficial

3.2 Use the outcomes of the work group to identify the required competencies for an analytics unit
3.3 Establish early successes before fully staffing a data analytics unit

Priority Level:MEDIUM High
4. Formalize organizational changes to incorporate data analytics, financial management training, program

liaisons, and consolidation of complimentary functions
4.1 Adopt incremental organizational changes during new core implementation
4.2 Formally modify the structure of OCFO post-new core implementation

Priority Level:MEDIUM Low

TE
CH

N
O

LO
GY

1. Validate the scope, feasibility, and priority of remaining SSP transition phases
1.1 Validate business case and prioritize for subsequent new core phases
1.2 Confirm that ARC can provide the functionality HUD requires
1.3 Explore strategy for HUD to share with ARC the cost of expanding its functionality to meet HUD’s grant

and loan program accounting and other financial mgmt. requirements

Priority Level:HIGH Low
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2. Ensure new technology efforts are coordinated and integrated
2.1 Identify new systems and IT being deployed or developed that may impact financial management
2.2 Work with CIO to establish departmental policy that addresses compatibility issues

Priority Level:LOW Low
3. Focus on data management

3.1 Ensure adequacy of data mgmt. plan
3.2 Review data migration requirements
3.3 Establish data governance

Priority Level:MODERATELY HIGH Medium
Recommendation Success of

New Core
Operational

Efficiency
Improved

Governance
Providing
Business
Insight

Investment
Required

CH
AN

GE
 M

GN
T

1. Prepare the organization for change
1.1 Establish a body to guide the financial management transformation at HUD
1.2 Conduct a stakeholder analysis
1.3 Develop communication strategy that includes all transformation activities
1.4 Demonstrate leadership commitment to the financial transformation
1.5 Identify change champions, advocates, and agents to facilitate and drive the organizational changes

Priority Level:HIGH Medium
2. Manage Change

2.1 Develop training programs
2.2 Establish performance metrics to track progress

Priority Level:HIGH Medium
3. Reinforce Change

3.1 Monitor effectiveness
3.2 Implement corrective actions
3.3 Identify and communicate success

Priority Level:
MODERATELY HIGH

Low
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Based on the Academy Panel and study team’s analysis, the following are therecommendations that should take priority in order to help ensure a successful transitionto New Core:
 Document financial business processes
 Clearly define roles and responsibilities for OCFO, Programs, and SSP
 Validate the scope, feasibility, and priority of remaining phasesOCFO is well on its way to documenting financial processes; however, those processes thatwill not change also need to be updated and incorporated into handbooks or online tools toaddress OIG concerns and to ensure staff have the tools they need to work effectively in thenew environment, particularly Releases 1, 2, and 3.The process documentation will help ensure all roles and responsibilities are identified.That understanding is solidified in an SLA that will help foster a smoother relationshipbetween HUD and the SSP and between OCFO and the Programs. Problems resulting frommisunderstandings about roles can adversely impact organizational and system changes.The next tier of recommendations includes:
 Develop a change management plan to support OCFO initiatives
 Improve data integrity and monitoring
 Create CFO Council
 Develop workforce transition planThese recommendations contribute to helping OCFO handle the people aspect of thetransition and addressing the OIG’s concerns about governance. Specifically, the changemanagement plan will help ensure the people across HUD are prepared for the change andthat OCFO has an appreciation of their interests and concerns so that it can tailormessaging and activities to build buy-in and mitigate resistance. Formalizing its plans forworkforce transition will help OCFO better communicate to staff about how and when thechanges will impact them.
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APPENDIX A: PANEL AND PROJECT TEAM BIOS
Panel

Raphael Bostic. Director, Bedrosian Center on Governance, Price School of Public Policy, University ofSouthern California. Former positions at University of Southern California: Judith and John BedrosianChair in Governance and the Public Enterprise, Price School of Public Policy; Director, Master of RealEstate Development program; Founding Director, Casden Real Estate Economics Forecast, USC LuskCenter for Real Estate. Former positions at U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development:Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research; Special Assistant, Policy Development andResearch. Former Senior Economist, Monetary and Financial Studies Section, Federal Reserve Board ofGovernors.
William Hamm. Director, Berkeley Research Group, LLC. Former Managing Director, LECG (formerlyLaw & Economics Consulting Group); Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, FederalHome Loan Bank of San Francisco; Vice President, World Savings and Loan Association; LegislativeAnalyst, State of California; Deputy Associate Director, U.S. Office of Management and Budget.
Sallyanne Harper. Treasurer, National Academy of Public Administration; Vice President, ExecutiveOffice of Federal Management Practice, AOC Solutions. Former Chief Mission Support Officer and ChiefFinancial Officer, U.S. Government Accountability Office. Former positions with U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency: Chief Financial Officer/Acting Assistant Administrator for Administration andResources Management; Deputy Assistant Administrator for Management and Administration andDeputy Chief Financial Officer; Finance Director; Associate Director, Superfund ProcurementOperations. Former Contract Specialist and Contracting Officer in major weapons systems acquisitionwith Naval Air Systems Command and Naval Regional Contracting Office.
Morgan Kinghorn. Board Member, National Academy of Public Administration; Chief OperatingOfficer, Grant Thornton Global Public Sector. Former President, National Academy of PublicAdministration; Partner, IBM Business Consulting Services; Chief Financial Officer and AssistantCommissioner and Controller, U.S. Internal Revenue Service; Assistant Director for FinancialManagement and Deputy Chief Financial Officer (Acting), U.S. Office of Management and Budget.Former Positions with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: Deputy Assistant Administrator forAdministration and Resources Management; Assistant Administrator (Acting).
Hal Steinberg. Technical Director, Federal, State and Local Government Performance ReportingPrograms, Association of Government Accountants. Former Deputy Controller/Acting Controller, Officeof Federal Financial Management; Member, Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board; Partner-in-Charge, Federal Government Practice, KPMG; Associate Director for Management, U.S. Office ofManagement and Budget.
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Study Team

Joseph Mitchell. Director of Project Development, National Academy of Public Administration. Leadsand manages the Academy’s studies program and serves as a senior advisor to the Academy’s Presidentand CEO; Project Director for prior Academy projects: Government Printing Office, U.S. Senate Sergeantat Arms, Management Systems International-Tatweer (Iraqi civil service), National Park Service, andthe USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service; Project Director, Senior Analyst, and ResearchAssociate, National Academy of Public Administration;  Former Adjunct Professor at VirginiaPolytechnic Institute and State University.
Fatimah Moody. Founder, LinkVisum Consulting Group, Inc., Ms. Moody has over eighteen year ofexperience including an expertise in organizational development, intervention design, strategicplanning and change leadership. Ms. Moody has served as program manager for a number of federallarge-scale multi-faceted human capital project teams and delivered numerous strategic planning,senior executive meetings, team building, and leadership development programs. As a trusted advisor,leadership coach, and organizational development consultant, Ms. Moody has successfully supportedmany organizations in both public and private sectors.
Celeste Garcia. Celeste Garcia brings over 20 years of experience as a management consultanthelping organizations achieve the strategic, process, organizational, and cultural changes needed torealize their missions. Her experience includes organizational assessments, organization design,strategic planning, and process analysis and redesign. She has worked with federal agencies, suchas the Department of Labor (DOL), Government Accountability Office (GAO), Department ofHousing and Urban Development (HUD), Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and the Department ofAgriculture (USDA). Her prior work at HUD, during her tenure at PricewaterhouseCoopers,included reengineering and stakeholder engagement projects. Most recently, she served as one ofthe lead facilitators in HUD’s Emerging Professionals Program.
Stephen Watson. Mr. Watson, CPA, CGFM, CMA  is a Senior Advisor with NAPA, a former partner atPricewaterhouseCoopers, and also led IBM’s Public Sector Financial Management Practice.  Over his35-year career, he has helped agencies develop financial policy, implement improved processes andsystems, assess risk and strengthen controls, restructure organizations and staffing, and improvecost management. His work has included development of innovative tools and implementation ofleading practices that have helped agencies improve the quality and efficiency of their financialprocesses and operations. Earlier in his career Mr. Watson led financial statement audits of severaldepartments and agencies. He promotes thought leadership through public speaking and authoringbooks and whitepapers (available on the web) including:
 Cost Take-out: The New Top Priority for U.S. Government CFOs
 Managing Public Dollars: New Rules, New Roles, New Opportunities for Federal Financial Managers
 The CFO Act and Federal Financial Management: The End of the Beginning
 AGA research reports: Trends in Technology for Government Financial Managers and FinancialManagement Shared Services
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Mr. Watson is a long-time member of the Association of Government Accountants (AGA) serving on itsConference Planning and Corporate Partner Advisory Group Committees and its Financial ManagementStandards Board.  He is a recipient of AGA’s Andy Barr Award for sustained contribution to improvedpublic sector financial management.
Shawn Syed. Mr. Syed PMP, HCS brings 13 years of enterprise effectiveness experience, deliveringsolutions that enable broad, rather than incremental improvements in the overall effectiveness ofthe enterprise. Mr. Syed focuses on enhancing an organization's agility and accountability throughthe provision of strategies, processes, policies, practices, and tools that increase speed,responsiveness, adaptability, cost control, and visibility/transparency. Mr. Syed is a credentialedHuman Capital Strategist and Project Management Professional.
Chloe Yang. Ms. Yang is a Research Analyst at the Academy. Since joining the Academy in 2009, shehas worked on projects with a range of federal agencies, including the Office of Management andBudget, Pension Benefits Guarantee Corporation, Amtrak Office of Inspector GeneralOrganizational, U.S. Coast Guard, and Government Accountability Office. These projects span thefields of budget, financial management, strategic planning, intergovernmental collaboration, andperformance management. For each of the projects, Ms. Yang provided research and analyticalsupport and was a co-author of each final report.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEWS

Organization Individuals
CFO & DCFO Brad Huther Joseph Hungate
Accounting Nita Nigam Denis B. StokesAnna Butler Teena J. NeptuneLee Ann Upshur Peter M. EngelbertKeith M. Donzell
Financial Management Jerome Vaiana
Budget Sarah Lyberg Andre Shelton
Financial Systems Christopher Davies Larry KoskinenJon Gant Melajo Kubacki
Management Staff Michelle Proctor-Hall
Appropriations Law Mike Moran
CPD Cliff Taffert David EnzellLisa Abell Frances Bush
PIH Jemine Bryon Pamela StocktonRicky Valentine
Housing George Rabil Brenda DavisMonica Clark John LucySusan Betts Genger CharlesLaura Marin
Former HUD CFO Doug Criscitello
ARC Jackie Pettit Mike GoodwinMatthew HanselDebra Daniell
OFIT Elizabeth Angerman Holly Williams
Other Federal Agencies NASA Pamela HanesSEC Ken JohnsonKay LevyTreasury Marty GreinerVivian CooperFederal Student Aid John HurtSecret ServiceCFO/Former NASA CFO Gwendolyn Sykes
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEWEE QUESTIONS
OCFOProcesses Questions:1. According to our background research, the major responsibilities of your office include:

 Funds Control and Guidance Oversight
 Antideficency Act Investigations
 Annual Risk Assessment Updates
 Actions to resolve material weaknesses
 Policies and procedures to improve HUD’s audit resolution programs
 Audit tracking databases
 Strategies to introduce sound financial management into program areas
 Oversight and support of HUD’s single audit act compliance and use
 Coordination of HUD’s FAIR Act
 Inventory of commercial activities
 Review and update HUD financial policy and procedures2. Do you work with program offices to carry out these responsibilities? What functions areperformed by the OCFO vs. the program offices? How do you interact with program offices?With whom and how often?3. Are there governance issues in carrying out this responsibility? Do you have anyrecommendations as to how to strengthen governance?4. Do you provide financial reports and information to the program offices?What information do you provide to program offices? What financial analysis do youprovide to program offices?  Do the program offices request information that yourorganization is unable to provide?5. How is your organization addressing the deficiencies identified by the IG? Does youroffice/OCFO work with Program offices to address these issues?People Questions:6. How many people work in your organization? What functions do they perform? Do youhave position descriptions you can share with us?7. Please describe your workforce planning process. How will transition to the new shared-service model impact your workforce? What are the required skills and capabilities of thestaff in your office/OCFO after transfer of selected finance functions to a shared serviceprovider?
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8. How do you obtain/develop the right skills for you staff? What training do the staff in youroffice receive?9. Are there things that HUD does well in order to develop a high performing financeorganization?Technology Questions:10. What systems and databases does your office use?11. How does/will the new shared-service model impact the systems? Is there a schedule forcompletion of these changes?12. What are the key challenges of the New Core implementation?Organizational Structure Questions:13. How might reporting relationships within OCFO and with the program areas change whenthe shared services model is implemented?14. Should certain finance functions that are currently decentralized be centralized under theOCFO?  If so, which functions?  Which finance functions should remain in the programareas?15. Is there an organizational chart for your office that you can share with us?General Questions:16. Are there any other observations or recommendations you would like to share with us tohelp improve HUD’s financial management?
ProgramsProcess Questions:1. What accounting and finance functions are performed within CPD (e.g., budgeting, fundscontrol, disbursing)?2. Does CPD work with OCFO to carry out accounting and finance for CPD programs? Whatfunctions are performed by the OCFO vs. CPD? How do you interact with OCFO? With whomand how often?3. How does CPD establish accounting policies and procedures for accounting and financefunctions performed within CPD? How does CPD ensure compliance with generallyaccepted accounting principles and internal control over financial operations and financialreporting?4. How is CPD addressing the financial management challenges identified by the IG in itsOctober 21, 2014 Memorandum, Management and Performance Challenges for FY 2015 andbeyond? Is your office working with the OCFO to address these issues? Challenges identifiedby the IG include:

 Accounting procedures are often determined by program office preference without theguidance and oversight of OCFO and regard for accounting standards.
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 HUD’s financial management handbooks are either significantly outdated or incomplete.
 We continue to have concerns with HUD’s ability to summarize and report alltransactions and events related to HUD’s CPD Programs accurately and a timely mannerin accordance with GAAP until system changes are implemented.  HUD’s IntegratedDisbursement and Information System (IDIS) was designed to process disbursementsusing a FIFO method, which is not GAAP compliant.
 HUD lacks a Senior Management Council and Assessment Team responsible forassessing and monitoring deficiencies in internal control.
 Overall the deficiencies in HUD’s financial management governance structure haveresulted in imbalances in which financial management requirements are subordinatedto program office operational objectives. OCFO could provide better financialinformation to manage day to day operations of the Department, as well as assist inpolicy and budget formulation, if HUD’s financial management were appropriatelystructured and the CFO were given authorities and resources needed.People Questions:5. How many personnel (FTEs) perform accounting and finance functions within CPD? How doyou determine staffing requirements to support CPD’s accounting and finance needs?6. Do you have position descriptions for these staff that you can provide to us?7. How do you recruit, train and develop accounting and financial staff to meet CPD’srequirements?8. How would you assess the capabilities and experience of the CPD finance staff? Are CPDfinance staff able to provide analytical information to support business decision making?9. Does the OCFO provide training for CPD financial staff?  Is there training that you would likefor OCFO to provide?10. How will transition of selected finance functions to a shared service provider change CPD’saccounting and finance processes?  How will it impact the number of accounting and financestaff required within CPD and skill requirements of the staff?Organizational Structure Questions:11. Is there an organization chart for CPD financial staff that you can provide to us?12. Are there accounting and finance functions that are currently decentralized across HUD andcould be more efficiently and/or effectively performed by the OCFO?  If so, which functions?Which finance functions should remain in the program areas?13. Are there financial analysis and reports that ideally the OCFO could provide to CPD that youdo not currently receive?14. How would you describe the relationship between OCFO and CPD? Any recommendationsas to how this relationship could be strengthened?
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15. How might reporting relationships within CPD and with OCFO change when the sharedservices model is implemented?Technology Questions:16. What accounting and financial systems and databases does CPD use?17. Are there redundancies in accounting and finance systems in use between CPD and OCFO?18. Are there data discrepancies that occur between CPD and OCFO?   What causes thediscrepancies?  Any recommendations to eliminate differences?19. What systems and databases do you anticipate still needing after the transition to theshared service provider? What systems will be replaced?General Questions:20. Are there any other observations or recommendations you would like to share with us tohelp improve HUD’s financial management?
External Organizations1. How is finance organized across NASA?  What finance functions are under the direction ofthe OCFO?  What finance functions are under the direction of the program offices (orCenters) and not under direct OCFO control?2. How does the OCFO establish governance for any finance functions that are not under itsdirect control?3. How does the OCFO ensure appropriate internal control over financial reporting, includingGAAP compliance, for all finance functions performed across the agency?4. Has NASA established a CFO Council or Senior Management Council to ensure governanceover finance functions performed across the agency? How does this Council operate?  Isthere a charter for this Council, and if so, may we have a copy?5. Have you consolidated (or plan to consolidate) finance functions under the OCFO?  If so,what criteria do you follow as to which functions should be centralized and which shouldremain in the program areas?6. Have you shifted (or plan to shift) finance functions to shared services (either internal orexternal shared services)?  What has been your experience with movement to sharedservices?  What’s working better?  What are the challenges? Are there any lessons learnedthat you could share?7. Have you been able to transition more of your finance workforce into analytics anddecision support?  What steps did you take to make this transition? What were thechallenges?  Are there any lessons learned that you can share?How do you performworkforce planning for finance across the organization?  Have FTE counts supporting
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finance functions increased or decreased over the past five years?  What are projectedchanges going forward?  What are the causes and impacts of any headcount changes?8. What has been your FTE turnover in finance during the past five years?  Have you takenactions that you have found successful in managing and reducing turnover?9. Are there actions you are taking to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of finance?Can you describe those actions?10. Do you have a strategic plan or vision document that guides finance transformation in youragency?  If so, may we have a copy?11. Do you have any other observations or recommendations for HUD as it develops itsstrategy for improving finance across the Department?
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APPENDIX D: DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

AGA and Accenture. The Pursuit of Government, Opportunities to Advance Federal Shared
Services. 2015.

Administrative Resource Center. Procurement Service Line Service Descriptions. FY 2015.

Administrative Resource Center. Financial Management Service Line Service Descriptions. FY
2015.

DJ Business Solutions. Department of Housing and Urban Development New Core Program
Independent Verification & Validation (IV&V) Assessment Reports. June 8-October 27, 2014

Financial Executives Research Foundation & Robert Half. Benchmarking: The Accounting &
Finance Function. 2014.

GAO. Management Report: Improvements are needed in the Bureau of the Fiscal Service’s
Information Systems Controls. July 2014

Grant Thornton. Analysis of New Core Impact on FTE. October 2014.

HUD. State of the CIO: Office of the Chief Information Officer. December 2014

HUD. State of the OCPO: Office of the Chief Procurement Officer. December 2014

HUD. State of the CAO: Office of the Administration. December 2014

HUD. State of the CHCO: Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer. December 2014

HUD. State of the CFO: Office of the Chief Financial Officer. December 2014

HUD. Management Response To The OIG Report On Management And Performance
Challenges. FY 2013

HUD. FY 2013 Annual Performance Report FY 2015 Annual Performance Plan. July 2014.

HUD. HUD Budget Demo Final Content Budget Controls and Process: Using Oracle through a
Shared Service Provider, September 2014

HUD. New Core Awareness Stakeholder Briefing. September 2014

HUD. New Core Program Charter V1.2. September 2014

HUD. Strategic Plan 2014-2018. April 2014.

HUD Office of Inspector General. Memorandum: Management and Performance Challenges for
FY2015 and Beyond. October 2014

HUD Office of Inspector General. Management and Performance Challenges for FY2014 and
Beyond. November 2013.

HUD Office of Inspector General. Federal Housing Administration Financial Statements Audit.
November 2014.

HUD Office of Inspector General. Additional Details to Supplement Our Report on HUD’s
Fiscal Years 2013 and 2012 Financial Statements. December 2013.

IBM. Pushing the Frontiers, CFO-insights from the Global C-Suite Study. 2014

IBM. The New Value Integrator, Insights from the Global Chief Financial Officer Study. 2010
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KPMG. Being the Best: Inside the Intelligent Finance Function. 2013

Office of Management and Budget. Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and
Agencies: Improving Financial Systems through Shared Services. March 2013.

PWC. How to Plan a Successful Finance Transformation. 2009.

PWC. Drifting or Driving? Finance Effectiveness Benchmark Study. 2011

PWC. Unlocking Potential: Finance Effectiveness Benchmark Study. 2013.

The Department of the Treasury. Department of the Treasury Chief Financial Officers Council
Charter. 1994.

U.S. Department of the Treasury. A Guide To The History and Activities of the Department of the
Treasury Chief Financial Officers Council. 1997.

U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of Financial Innovation and Transformation. Financial
Management: Financial Marketplace Governance. October 2014.

U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of Financial Innovation and Transformation. Financial
Management Shared Services: Federal Shared Service Provider and Customer Agency
Governance. September 2014.

U.S. Department of the Treasury Office of Inspector General. Report on the Bureau of Fiscal
Service Administrative Resource Center’s Description of its Financial Management Services
and the Suitability of the Design and Operating Effectiveness of its Controls for the Period
July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014. August 2014.

U.S. Department of the Treasury, Bureau of the Fiscal Service. Project Scope Statement. August
2014.

United States Office of Personnel Management. Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Results,
Department of Housing and Urban Development Agency Trend Report. 2014

United States Office of Personnel Management. Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Results,
Department of Housing and Urban Development Agency Trend Report. 2013

United States Office of Personnel Management. Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Results,
Government Management Report. 2014
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APPENDIX E: EXAMPLE OF A CFO COUNCIL CHARTER

Department of Treasury
Chief Financial Officers Council

Introduction:The Department of the Treasury Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Council was established in July1994 following the enactment of the Government Management Reform Act (GMRA) of 1994,which amended the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990. GMRA required annual audited agencywide financial statements. The Treasury CFO Council replaced its predecessor, the FinancialManagement Council, and mirrors the structure of the government wide CFO Councilestablished by the CFO Act of 1990. The initial purpose of the Treasury CFO Council was toaddress the requirements of the CFO Act, as amended by GMRA. Over time the purposes andgoals of the Council have expanded to cover a wide range of financial management topics ofinterest to the Treasury CFO community.
Purpose:
 Provide leadership to promote the effective management of government resources.
 Assist in the continuous improvement of Departmental financial management.
 Provide a form for the discussion of major financial management issues, new or revisedaccounting policies, and problem resolution.
 Ensure the Department’s financial management, financial systems, asset management, riskmanagement, and internal control goals and expectations are clearly communicated.
 Address the practical implementation of policies referred by the government-wide CFOCouncil and the Office of Management and Budget.
 Provide complete and useful financial information on Treasury Operations which fullysupport financial and performance reporting.
 Promote the professional development of financial managers

Authorities:Treasury CFO Council activities relate to requirements included in following:
 The CFO Act, as amended by the GMRA
 The Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act
 The Federal Financial Management Improvement Act
 The Improper Payments Information Act
 Various OMB Circulars (e.g., A-123, Management’s Responsibility for Internal Controlsand A-136, Form and Content of Agency Financial Statements)
 Various Treasury Directives (e.g., TD 27-01, Organization and Functions of theAssistant Secretary for Management and Chief Financial Officer.)

Members:
 Bureau CFOs and Deputy CFOs
 CFOs and DCFOs of other entities having financial management and reportingresponsibilities (e.g., the Office of Financial Stabilization, Community Development
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Financial Institutions Fund, Treasury Franchise Fund, and the Executive Office of AssetForfeiture).
 The Inspector General; the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration; and theSpecial Inspector General, Troubled Asset Relief Program are ex-officio members(although their respective CFOs and DCFOs are voting members).

Chair: Assistant Secretary for Management and Chief Financial Officer (ASM/CFO), Department ofthe Treasury
Vice Chair: Deputy Chief Financial Officer, Department of the Treasury
Decision Making: The ultimate authority for determining financial management policies andpractices (e.g., financial accounting policy, managerial cost accounting policy, risk management andinternal controls policy, financial management systems strategy, etc.) for the Department and all itscomponents rests with the ASM/CFO. However, policies and practices having a Department wideimpact are normally developed using input of the CFO Council to ensure proper consideration of theneeds and circumstances of the bureaus and other components. Accordingly, after obtaining anddiscussing input on proposed new or revised financial management policies and practices, amajority vote of the Council members may establish new policies, subject to review by theASM/CFO at his discretion. The Council will establish special committees or workgroups on an asneeded basis.
Frequency of Meetings: Monthly, except for months in which the Working Capital FundGovernance Board convenes.
Agenda: The Council will address the activities of the Department of the Treasury on such mattersas financial management, consolidation and modernization of financial systems, improved qualityof financial information, financial data, and information standards, risk management and internalcontrols, legislation affecting financial operations and organization, and any otherfinancial/administrative matter falling under the purview of Council members. The council will alsoserve as a forum to help monitor progress, resolve problems, provide coordination, and developconsensus on administrative/financial management initiatives.Approved: _______________________________________________Peter B. McCarthyAssistant Secretary for Management and Chief Financial OfficerDate: ________________________________________________
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APPENDIX F: ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Acronym/Abbreviation Definition
Academy National Academy of Public Administration
ACFO Assistant Chief Financial Officer
AGA Association of Government Accountants
AMA American Management Association
ARC Administrative Resource Center
CFO Chief Financial Officer
CPD Community, Planning & Development
DCFO Deputy Chief Financial Officer
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning
FM Financial Management
FSA Federal Student Aid
FTE Full-time Equivalents
GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
HIFMIP HUD Integrated Financial Management Improvement Project
HUD U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
HEAT HUD Enterprise and Architecture Transformation
ICOFR Internal Control over Financial Reporting
LinkVisum LinkVisum Consulting Group
LOCCS Line of Credit Control System
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NGMS Next Generation Management System
OCFO Office of the Chief Financial Officer
OFIT Office of Finance & Innovation
OIG Office of the Inspector General
OMB Office of Management and Budget
PIH Public and Indian Housing
PWC PricewaterhouseCoopers
SEC Securities and Exchange Commission
SLA Service Level Agreement
SSAE Statement on Standards for Attestation
SSP Shared Service Provider
Treasury U.S. Treasury
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